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NORTHERN TERRITORY PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING   
 
 

APPLICATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT  
 

AGENDA ITEM: 1 MEETING DATE: 18/06/2018  FILE: PA2017/0104  
  

APPLICATION: Two lot subdivision to less than 760m² (579m² & 579m²)  
APPLICANT: Earl James and Associates 
LAND OWNER: Christopher Cleanthous and Hariklia Cleanthous 
LOCATION: Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road, Town of Darwin (Attachment A) 
ZONE: SD (Single Dwelling Residential) 
AREA: 1150m2  
 
 
1. PROPOSAL 
 
The application seeks approval for a subdivision to create two lots, each approximately 579m2 
in area which is 181m2 smaller than the minimum 760m2 lot size in Zone SD (Single Dwelling 
Residential). A copy of the application is at Attachment B.  
 
2. REASON FOR APPLICATION 
 
The site is in Zone SD of the Northern Territory Planning Scheme (NTPS). Pursuant to 
subclause (3) of Clause 11.1.1 (Minimum Lot Sizes and Requirements) of the NTPS, the 
consent authority must not consent to a subdivision in Zone SD that reduces a lot size by an 
area greater than 5% of the 800m2 minimum.  
 

Existing lot 2556 (as per Survey Plan OP1052) Proposed subdivision of Lot 2556 
Figure 1: Existing lot vs proposed subdivision 
 
The application proposes the creation of two lots, each being approximately 181m2 smaller 
than the minimum 760m2 lot size that can be approved by the consent authority. An Exceptional 
Development Permit (EDP) is therefore required pursuant to section 38(2)(a) of the Planning 
Act as the proposed lot sizes are prohibited under the NTPS.  
 
Note: While the listed area of the Lot 2556 is 1150m2 (as per Survey Plan - OP1052), the 
dimensions of the lot suggest that the actual area may be closer to 1160m2. The final 
dimensions of the proposed lots would be subject to a survey by a licensed surveyor. 
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3. BACKGROUND 
 
Lot 2556 Town of Darwin (34 East Point Road) is in Zone SD, 1150m2 in area and is currently 
developed with a single dwelling on the southern side of the lot. The site is rectangular in 
shape, with a street frontage of approximately 29.26m. Adjacent and nearby land is within 
Zone SD and is generally developed in a manner consistent with the purposes of this zone, 
being primarily one and two storey dwellings. The land opposite to the subject site is Zoned 
PS (Public Open Space). The land is within close proximity to the Fannie Bay and Parap 
commercial centres. East Point Road forms part of a public transport route. There have been 
no previous planning applications over the subject site. 
 
A location plan, together with photographs of the site and surrounding properties are provided 
at Attachment A. An aerial image of the site and surrounding area is provided at figure 2 below: 
 

 

Figure 2: Aerial image of the site and surrounding areas 
 
4. PUBLIC EXHIBITION 
 
The proposal was advertised in the NT News on 27 April 2018 and 11 May 2018 and placed 
on public exhibition for a period of 28 days in accordance with the requirements of the Planning 
Act.  
 
5. PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 
 
In total 368 submissions were received during the exhibition period, which includes individually 
written and pro-forma/ petition. Of the 368 submissions received, 88 submissions opposed the 
development while 280 submissions supported the development. Full copies of the 
submissions including the author’s details are provided at Attachment C. A breakdown of the 
submissions based on the location is provided below (outlined in figure 3 given on the following 
page):   
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Figure 3: Public submissions received - Area wise 
 
IN OPPOSITION - (ATTACHMENT C1) 
 

A total of 30 individually written submissions, plus a petition with 58 signatures were received. 
A summary of the submissions is provided below.  
 
Table 1: Summary of submissions (in opposition) 
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Comment/ Discussion point: The main concerns of the submitters are; loss of amenity, out of 
character, precedent effect and increase demand on infrastructure.  
 
Discussion on the main themes of the submissions is provided below.   
 
Insufficient evidence to justify the granting of an EDP 
There is no special merit to the application justifying a change to the existing requirements for 
lot sizes. The application is solely commercial in nature and approving the application will result 
in a substantive change to the nature of the SD Zoning.  
 
Comment/ Discussion point: The application is assessed under the provisions of the Planning 
Act and NT Planning Scheme only. Financial or personal gains are not considered under the 
planning implications. 
 
The potential loss of character and amenity 
The area along the East Point Road is characterised by relatively large lots, many of which 
contain mature vegetation and elevated dwellings with generous front setbacks. The smaller 
lot sizes created due to the subdivision of an existing lot will create an adverse impact on the 
streetscape and existing residential character of the area.  
 
Precedent effect of the EDP 
The issue of an EDP in this situation is likely to create a precedent which could threaten the 
particular amenity enjoyed by all residents of the area and other old Darwin suburbs in which 
similar large lots exist, as it would likely create expectations from developers and land owners 
that lots of a similar size would also be suitable for similar EDP applications. 
 
Non-compliance with the NTPS and the Area Plan 
The application is insufficiently detailed to enable an assessment of the development on the 
proposed lot against relevant provisions of the NT Planning Scheme. Further, the proposal 
undermines the policies and planning concepts of the Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan.  
 
Comment/ Discussion point (non-compliance with the NTPS): While this EDP subdivision 
application is not subject to the controls of the NT Planning Scheme, the SD zoning of the lots 
would remain and any subsequent development would need to comply with applicable clauses 
of the Planning Scheme.  
 
Further, an assessment of the application against the subdivision performance criteria of the 
NT Planning Scheme demonstrates that the single dwellings subsequently developed on the 
subdivided lot would likely take full advantage of the minimum building envelope requirement 
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for lots ranging from 450m2 – 600m2 which is inconsistent with the existing built form character 
of the area (refer figure 4 below). 
 

Figure 4: Assessment of proposal against the 8m X 15m building envelope requirement of Clause 11.2.3 (Lot Size and 
Configuration in Residential Subdivisions) 
 
Comment/ Discussion point (Area Plan): The Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan (DISAP) 
provides a framework to guide progressive growth and development within the inner suburbs 
of Darwin. The subject site is located in the Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan and is identified 
on the District Wide Land Use Plan as ‘Suburban Residential’. Refer figure 5 below:  
 

Figure 5: Subject lot within DISAP  
 
The document identifies following key objectives for Suburban Residential:  
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Given the subject area is characterised by relatively large lots, the smaller lot sizes created 
due to the subdivision of an existing lot can create an adverse impact on the streetscape and 
existing residential character of the area.  
 
No community benefit 
There is no need to “cater for population growth” in Darwin as there is no population growth at 
present. There is no significant demand for land in the Darwin area. Any demand is well met 
by the land identified in the Area Plans and proposed new developments already approved.  
 
Insufficient capacity within the existing infrastructure 
There is insufficient capacity within the existing road and stormwater drainage infrastructure to 
cope with the increased density. There may also be issues with the capacity of the existing 
water, sewerage and electricity systems. 
 
Comment/ Discussion point: Comments received from the service authorities are discussed 
further in this report. The issues/ requirements raised by the service authorities can be 
addressed though appropriate conditions on any permit issued. 
 
Issue of privacy and stops breeze  
The building will intrude on the privacy and enjoyment of neighbours will change the nature 
of one of the quietest and most private neighbourhoods in Darwin. In addition, the proposal 
would obstruct airflow and breeze penetration of dwellings needed for natural cooling, an 
essential in a tropical climate. 
 
Dual Occupancy – not supported 
The dual occupancy policy which allowed the development of multiple dwellings on land zoned 
SD (Single Dwelling) and lots exceeding 1,000m2 was never supported by the public. Given 
the policy has now been removed from the NT Planning Scheme, the proposal is clearly at 
odds with the decision, and will compromise the “residential amenity and lifestyle of Territorians 
who live on large lots.” 
 
IN SUPPORT - (ATTACHMENT C2) 
 
In total, 9 individually written plus a pro forma with 271 signatures were received. A summary 
of the submissions is provided below (refer table 2).  
 

Table 2: Summary of submissions (In support) 

 
Comment/ Discussion point: Arguments in support of the development area; benefits 
population growth, best use of large size lots and improved amenity with redevelopment.  
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Discussion on the main themes of the submissions is provided below. 
 
Suburbs built on smaller lots 
There are suburbs in the Darwin region that are developed on smaller allotments and are highly 
sought after and prime real estate. Subdivision should be an option and up to the individual 
landowners. 
 
Comment/ Discussion point: It is noted that there are existing residential properties in Darwin 
of a similar size. However, these lots were as part of a large integrated residential subdivision 
in a specific use zone which was tailored to include smaller lots. Each lot within this zone has 
a site specific setback requirement and design covenants to ensure that dwellings provide an 
adequate level of amenity for future residents while ensuring that there is no impact on the 
character and amenity of the surroundings.  
 
Benefit population growth and housing demand 
There is a significant demand for land in the Darwin area so the subdivision being proposed 
by the current application will create an additional housing opportunity. 
 
Comment/ Discussion point: While the proposal claims that the proposed subdivision would 
alleviate the residential land shortage, the net gain of the subdivision would only be one 
dwelling. Any benefit gained in terms of accommodating population growth would be 
disproportionate to the ad hoc precedent such a subdivision would set for other SD zoned 
lots in the Greater Darwin area.  
 
Reduce building bulk and best use of large size lots 
The subject lot and all lots on East Point Road can build and are permitted to build structures 
or houses in their lots with legal or permitted setbacks of 1.5m. This would be a “building 
massive” in a tropical climate and would obstruct airflow and breeze penetration. Allowing 
subdivision will provide 3m breezeway between buildings. This will allow more natural cooling 
of the dwellings (refer figure 6 below). Further, allotments larger than 550 sqm are still 
considered to provide larger housing in line with the location. 
 

  Building envelope Air flow 
Figure 6: Air flow - existing vs proposed subdivision 
 
Improved amenity – Redevelopment 
The properties along East Point Road are an inconsistent mix of very attractive and well-
maintained through to others that are old, dilapidated and in poor repair. The redevelopment 
of those run-down properties is presently inhibited due to very high land values and relatively 
large land parcels. Allowing subdivision will not only increase the development potential but 
pave the way for further redevelopment along this road. 
 
  

Existing  Proposed subdivision 
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Consistent with the surrounding developments 
The development along East Point Road includes single dwellings, multiple dwellings and 
some medium density housing as well as a motel. The proposed development is entirely 
consistent with this range and in terms of both function and appearance, there is nothing to 
distinguish this development from any other development along the foreshore. 
 
6. SERVICE AUTHORITY COMMENTS (Attachment D1 to D3) 
 
City of Darwin (CoD) – Attachment D1 
City of Darwin objects to the granting of an EDP for the following reasons: 
 

 The proposal is inconsistent with the existing residential character of the area. 
 The subject site has not been identified as a potential area for change in the DISAP and 

as such, the subject site should comply with the provisions of Zone SD requirements 
detailed in the NTPS. 

 To grant consent to the proposal, the DISAP should be updated to include the subject site 
as appropriate for densification. This will ensure that all the area plans remain a framework 
providing the community, development industry, and decision makers the confidence about 
future land use in their respective areas. 

 The application lack information on Clause 11.2.3 and 11.2.4 of the NTPS. 
 
Power and Water Corporation (PWC) - Power Networks – Attachment D2 
PWC (Power Networks) provided standard comments in relation to the application, including 
that the Developer shall be responsible for the full cost of servicing requirements. 
 
Power and Water Corporation (PWC) - Water and Sewerage – Attachment D3 
PWC (Water and Sewerage) provided standard comments in relation to the application, 
however raises concern that the approval would set an ad-hoc precedent for SD (single 
dwelling) zoned lots in the surrounding and Greater Darwin Area. PWC has previously 
provided comments on a planning scheme amendment for dual occupancy in Zone SD, which 
also applies to the current exceptional development application. 
 
Comment/ Discussion Point: A summary of the comments provided by the PWC for ‘Dual 
Occupancy’ policy in Zone SD is provided below with full copy available at Attachment D3(i).  
 It is essential that a robust assessment and consent process be implemented to ensure 

that essential services are given primary consideration. 
 The capital contributions required for upgrades will vary, sometimes significantly. 
 In newly subdivided areas, the cost of providing water and sewer infrastructure will increase 

per lot due to the increased potential load. 
 Separate metered water supply will be required to each dwelling, and separate sewerage 

servicing may be required if a lot is subdivided. 
 PWC has not fully analysed the impact across all areas that could take up this policy.  There 

is limited capacity in some areas, an example or brief summary of which is given below: 
o Nightcliff will require a specific strategy to deliver significant infrastructure 

upgrades. 
o Some older areas, such as Fannie Bay, may require significant infrastructure 

upgrades. 
o Major planned infrastructure works in the Karama ‘water supply zone’ may need to 

be brought forward due to a shortage of ground level water storage. 
o Development in Rapid Creek will require network upgrades to accept increased 

loads from densification. 
o The Ludmilla area, in particular The Narrows, will require significant major trunk 

sewer upgrades to accommodate densification. 
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Department of Environment and Natural Resources – Attachment D4 
The Department of Environment and Natural Resources made an assessment of the 
application and submitted confirmation that it has no issues with the proposal. 
 
National Broadband Network (NBN) – Attachment D5 
NBN provided standard comments in relation to the application related to the servicing 
requirements. 
 
7. OTHER MATTERS 
 
Performance Criteria of the NT Planning Scheme 
Section 24(3) of the Planning Act does not require the Minister to consider any provision of the 
NT Planning Scheme in assessing an application for an Exceptional Development Permit, 
nonetheless, a brief assessment of the proposed development against the requirements of the 
NT Planning Scheme gives an indication of the suitability of the site for further development 
and is provided below. A copy of the technical assessment is at Attachment E. 
 

Clause/ Provision  
(NT Planning Scheme) 

Comment 

Clause 5.1 (Single Dwelling 
Residential) 

The subdivision provides for 2 lots, which will allow for the 
construction of a single dwelling. Discussion regarding 
subdivision design and infrastructure is provided below.  

6.5.4 (Vehicle access and 
on-site parking for Single 
Dwellings on Lots less than 
600m2 but not less than 
300m2) 

CAN COMPLY - The Application states that access to Lot 
B will be provided via existing kerb crossover at the front of 
the proposed lot. An assessment of the plan (refer figure 4) 
indicates that vehicle access to the new lot (Lot B) can be 
provided via single driveway. Further, a minimum of 6.5m 
can be achieved on the road for any onsite car parking and 
driveway requirements. As Lot A is developed with two 
crossovers, comments are sought from the council.  
 
In addition, a condition can be included on the subdivision 
permit to ensure that compliance of this clause is achieved.  

11.1.1 (Minimum Lot Sizes 
and Requirements) 
 

DOES NOT COMPLY (EDP is sought) - The subdivision 
proposes 2 x lots of 579m².  
 

11.2.1 (Site Characteristics 
in Residential Subdivision) 

COMPLIES - The subject sites have minimal slope and no 
unstable or otherwise unsuitable soils have been identified 
as part of this assessment. There are no known significant 
natural or cultural features within the subject site. In relation 
to storm surge and drainage, the land is not affected by 
either Primary or Secondary storm surge and is therefore 
not affected by a 1% AEP flood. Stormwater management 
will remain unaffected. 

11.2.2 (Infrastructure and 
Community Facilities in 
Residential Subdivision) 

CAN COMPLY - Comments received from service 
authorities in relation to reticulated infrastructure are 
discussed in section 6 of this report.  
 
The application proposes a subdivision of a single lot within 
an established suburb, with no roads or public open space 
proposed nor considered required. Public open space is 
provided in the broader area. 

11.2.3 (Lot Sizes and 
Configuration in Residential 
Scheme) 

COMPLIES - Lots comply with the building envelope 
requirements in the table to this clause.  
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Clause/ Provision  
(NT Planning Scheme) 

Comment 

 No battle-axe lots are proposed. The subdivision will allow 
for the development of the land in accordance with the 
zone and no potential land use conflicts are anticipated. 

11.2.4 (Lots Less Than 
600m2 for Single Dwellings) 
 

GENERALLY COMPLY 
Lots are rectangular in shape and have proposed frontages 
of 14.63m respectively. 
  
While Lot A is currently developed with a dwelling, Lot B is 
expected to achieve compliance with this clause. (Refer 
figure 4).  

 
8. RECOMMENDATION 
 
That pursuant to section 24(1) of the Planning Act, the Commission report to the Minister for 
Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics, on the submissions received and any other matters 
considered relevant to the proposed Exceptional Development Permit for the purpose of a Two 
lot subdivision to less than 760m² (579m² & 579m²) on Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road, Town 
of Darwin. 
  
 
 
 
 
AUTHORISED:   ..................................................... 

A/ SENIOR PLANNER 
DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT SERVICES 
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SUBJECT LOT WITH AN EXISTING DWELLING

EAST POINT ROAD

EAST POINT ROAD



NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 
 
 

PROPOSED EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
NORTHERN TERRITORY PLANNING SCHEME 

 

Earl James and Associates has applied to the Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 
for an Exceptional Development Permit (EDP) for the purpose of Two lot subdivision to less 
than 760m² (579m² & 579m²) on Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road, Town of Darwin. 

The land is in Zone SD (Single Dwelling Residential) of the Northern Territory Planning Scheme 
and the development of the site for this purpose would otherwise be prohibited. 

Attached are: 
 A delegate of the Minister’s section 17 determination under the Planning Act to exhibit the 

proposed EDP; 
 a locality map; and 
 a copy of the application from Earl James and Associates. 

The exhibition period is from 27 April 2018 to 25 May 2018. 

Written submissions with respect to the proposed EDP are to be received by midnight on 25 
May 2018 and made to: 

Manager, Urban Planning 
Development Assessment Services 
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 
GPO Box 1680 
Darwin NT 0801; 
 
Facsimile: (08) 8999 6055; or 
 
E‐mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au  
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Application Form s.38                Updated September 2005 

NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 

Planning Act  

Application for Exceptional Development Permit - section 38 

1. LAND INFORMATION 

LOCATION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

Town/Hundred/Locality: Darwin 

Parcel Number(s) and/or Unit number: Lot 2556 

LTO Plan: OP1252  

Number and Street Name: 34 East Point Road 

Zone: SD (Single Dwelling Residential) 

LAND OWNER INFORMATION  

Is the applicant the land owner?                                                YES / NO 

Owner’s name(s):  Hariklia and Chris Cleanthous 

Postal address:       PO Box 3841 

                               Darwin NT 0801 

 

2. APPLICANT INFORMATION 

APPLICANT   

ILIS Customer no. (if known):  

Company name (if applicable): Earl James and Associates 

ABN or ACN (if applicable):  ABN 30 112 988 625 

Title:      Mr     Mrs    Miss    Ms    Dr    Other: 

Family name(s): 

Given name(s): 

Preferred name(s): 

Postal address:  GPO Box 884 

                           Darwin NT 0801 

 

Telephone no. (business hours): 

Facsimile no.: 

E-mail address: 

CONTACT PERSON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION (OR WRITE ‘AS ABOVE’) 
NOTE:                                        

ALL CORRESPONDENCE 

WILL GO TO THE PERSON 

AND ADDRESS INDICATED 

HERE. 

ILIS Customer no. (if known): 

Company name (if applicable): 

ABN or ACN (if applicable): 

Title:      Mr     Mrs    Miss    Ms    Dr    Other: 

Family name(s): 

Given name(s): 

Preferred name(s): 

Postal address: 

 

 

Telephone no. (business hours): 

Mobile no.: 

Facsimile no.: 

Email address: 



Application Form s.38                Updated September 2005 

 

 

 

3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT / PROPOSAL 

Subdivision for the purpose of creating two lots 

 

 

 
  

4. EXISTING LAND USE 

Residence 

 

 

5. STATEMENT OF EFFECT OF DEVELOPMENT / PROPOSAL 

SEE ATTACHMENT GUIDE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
ATTACHMENT A 

 TEN (10) 

COPIES  

6. DIMENSIONED PLANS 

SEE ATTACHMENT GUIDE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ATTACHMENT B  

TEN (10) COPIES 
 

7. APPLICANT TO SIGN AND/OR AFFIX SEAL 

The application is complete and all required documentation is attached. 

 

 

 

 

 

                             13/2/2017 

Signature(s) for Earl James and Associates                               Date 

PRIVACY NOTE: 
The Department of Planning and Infrastructure, on behalf of the Minister, is authorised under the Planning Act to collect 

the information on this form, or otherwise provided by you, to consider a proposal to grant an Exceptional Development 

Permit. Failure to provide the information in full may result in non-consideration of the proposal. 

Some of the information provided on this application may be publicly available, as part of a public exhibition process. The 

information may also be provided to other NT Government departments and agencies, the Australian Valuation Office, 

local governments and Commonwealth Government Departments, as required by law. 

Collection of personal information on this form is done in accordance with the privacy legislation contained within the 

Information Act 2002 (NT). For more information please refer to the Department of Planning and Infrastructure privacy 

statement located at www.dpi.nt.gov.au 

Any personal information provided can be subsequently accessed by you on request. If you have any queries please 

contact the Manager Development Assessment Services on 8999 6109. 



 

Lot 2556, Town of Darwin 

Exceptional Development Permit Application  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Lot 2556, Town of Darwin is located at 34 East Point Road, Fannie Bay and is owned by Darwin 
residents, Hariklia and Chris Cleanthous. 

Hariklia and Chris purchased the property and have built their family home on one side of the 
property, with the intention always being to build a second dwelling, for a family member, in 
accordance with dual occupancy provisions in the NT Planning Scheme. This decision was made 
after consultation with the local Member of Parliament. 

Then, in October 2016, the new Planning Minister announced that there would be a review of the 
dual occupancy provisions that were introduced into the NT Planning Scheme in July 2016. The 
Minister subsequently made Interim Development Control Order (No.23) which prohibited the 
development of multiple dwellings on land zoned SD. 

That decision meant that the Cleanthous family had to reconsider its options. 

Consideration was then given to rezoning the land to permit multiple dwellings however it was 
considered that the introduction of an MD zone was not in keeping with the zone in this locality 
and could potentially open the opportunity for the development of 3-4 dwellings on the subject 
land. The Cleanthous family only wish to construct one further dwelling and, after discussions 
with representatives from the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics (DIPL), it was 
determined that the most appropriate action would to lodge an Exceptional Development Permit 
Application as this was the process used for other similar proposals in the inner Darwin area. 

Consequently this application is seeking the Minister’s approval to subdivide Lot 2556, Town of 
Darwin in order to create two lots with areas less than 760m2 in accordance with plan 
17/10160/1. 

 
                                       



                                                                                                                               

 

MATTERS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 

Section 51(a) and (b) – any planning scheme that applies to the land and any proposed 
amendments to the planning scheme; 

The NT Planning Scheme (NTPS) applies to the subject land. As mentioned in the Introduction, 
Amendment No. 452 (dual occupancy) would have applied to the current proposal however 
Interim Development Control Order No. 23 prohibits multiple dwellings on land in Zone SD. 

Clause 4.2(a) of the NTPS advises that the administration of the Planning Scheme is to provide 
for orderly and appropriate land development to cater for population growth by a number of 
measures including more compact development on infill sites in established areas. The current 
proposal is consistent with this objective. 

The land is zoned SD (Single dwelling Residential) under the NTPS. The primary purpose of 
Zone SD is to provide for single dwellings and the proposed subdivision will result in two parcels, 
both suitable for that purpose. 

The NTPS has provisions that will control the design and construction of the new dwelling 
including a requirement for two, on-site car parking spaces, height limitation and boundary 
setbacks. 

Clause 6.5.4 of the NTPS deals with vehicle access and on-site parking for single dwellings on 
lots with areas less than 600m2 but not less than 300m2. The main driveway into the existing 
residence, which will be located on proposed Lot A, accesses the double garage. The remaining 
frontage on Lot A still permits on-street parking. 

Similarly, proposed Lot B will be able to utilise the existing kerb crossover and the position of this 
crossover  allows sufficient space for a vehicle to park adjacent to the kerb on East Point Road. 

 

 

                  

                                   Existing crossover in front of proposed Lot B 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                               

 

 

Section 51(c) – an interim development control order that applies to the land; 

Interim Development Control Order No. 23 applies to the land but it does not prohibit the 
proposed subdivision 

Section 51(d), an environment protection objective within the meaning of the Waste 
Management and Pollution Control Act that is relevant to the land to which the application 
relates; 

Not applicable 
 
Section 51(g), if a public environmental report, or an environmental impact statement, has 
been prepared or is required under the Environmental Assessment Act in relation to the 
proposed development – the report or statement and the results of any assessment of the 
report or statement under that Act by the Minister administering that Act; 

Not applicable 
 
Section 51(h), the merits of the proposed development as demonstrated in the 
application; 

As previously mentioned, the Cleanthous family purchased the land with the intention of 
constructing a second dwelling, based on advice they had received in relation to dual occupancy. 
They appreciate that there was no guarantee however the acted in good faith. 

There is a significant demand for land in the Darwin area so the subdivision being proposed by 
the current application will creating an additional housing opportunity. 

     

            The existing Cleanthous residence which will be comprised within proposed Lot A 

 



                                                                                                                               

Section 51(j), the capability of the land to which the proposed development relates to 
support the proposed development and the effect of the development on the land and on 
other land, the physical characteristics of which may be affected by the development; 

The area under title is approximately 1,158m2. 

The land is relatively flat and the existing house on one side of the land demonstrates that it is 
suitable for the intended use which is for a second dwelling, on a separate parcel. 

 Section 51(k), the public facilities or public open space available in the area in which the 
land is situated and the requirement, if any, for the facilities, or land suitable for public 
recreation, to be provided by the developer; 

The proposed lots are ideally situated to take advantage of some of Darwin’s prime open space 
areas and public facilities.  

Directly across East Point Road are the public grounds and water feature adjacent to Vestey’s 
Beach and the beach area itself provides yet another recreational opportunity. A walking path 
network leads south past Mindil Beach and into the Darwin CBD whilst going north the paths 
lead out past Fannie Bay to East Point. 

Parap pool is within walking distance as are the public tennis courts next door to the pool. 

The residents of both lots will be able to utilise the nearby clubs (Darwin Bowling Club, Sailing 
Club, Ski Club and Trailer Boat Club) and the museum and restaurant are a short walk away. 

Commercial and community facilities are located at Fannie Bay and Parap shopping centres and 
it is only a few minutes drive into the Darwin CBD. 

East Point Road is part of a public bus route so this transport option is also available to the 
existing and future residents.  

Section 51(m), the public utilities or infrastructure provided in the area in which the land 
is situated, the requirement for public facilities and services to be connected to the land 
and the requirement, if any, for those facilities, infrastructure or land to be provided by 
the developer for that purpose; 

The subject land is serviced by reticulated water, sewerage and power. The applicant 
appreciates that the proposed lots will have to be serviced in accordance with Power and Water 
Corporation standards. 

As previously mentioned, there are already existing kerb crossovers to provide access to each of 
the lots and the lots front onto a public road network. 

Section 51(n), the potential impact on the existing and future amenity of the area in which 
the land is situated; 

The subdivision itself will have little if any impact on the amenity of the surrounding area and the 
NTPS setback requirements will ensure that there is negligible impact on the adjacent properties.  

 
Section 51(p), the public interest, including (if relevant) how the following matters are 
provided for the application: 
 (i) community safety through crime prevention principles in design; 
 (ii) water safety; 
 (iii) access for persons with disabilities; 

The proposal will benefit the public interest by providing an additional living option within the 
Darwin area.  

Section 51(q), compliance with building regulations; 

Attached to this application is a report from a building certifier confirming that the proposed 
subdivision will not result in a breach of building regulations  

 

 



                                                                                                                               

 

 

Section 51(r), any potential impact on natural, social, cultural or heritage values; 

The proposal will not have any impact on the natural, social, cultural or heritage values of the 
area. 

Section 51(s), any beneficial uses, quality standards, criteria, or objectives, that are 
declared under section 73 of the Water Act; 

Not applicable. 

 
Section 51(t), other matters it thinks fit. 

The proposed subdivision will make good use of land that is currently under-utilised. 

The subdivision is preferable to a rezoning as that would promote development that is 
incompatible with what would be reasonably expected in this locality. 

The land is serviced by reticulated services, has access to an integrated public road network, is 
on a public transport route and is close to community, commercial and recreational facilities.   
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28 February 2017  
  

Earl James & Associates  

GPO Box 884  

DARWIN NT 0801  

kdodd@eja.com.au  

  

 
 
Attention: Kevin Dodd 
 
 
Dear Kevin 
 

RE: Proposed subdivision of Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road, Fannie Bay 
 
 
A review of the proposed subdivision of Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road, Fannie Bay, to create 
two (2) residential Lots as shown on drawing No. 17/10160/3 dated 22/02/2017 prepared by 
Earl James & Associates, has been undertaken by a Building Certifier of Irwinconsult Pty Ltd to 
verify what impact, if any, the proposed subdivision will have in respect to compliance with the 
Building Act. 

 

We advise that as a result of the subdivision, the existing dwelling will not cease to comply with 
the Building Act with respect to the Building Act, provided that – 
 

1. No part of the roof structure, including awnings, gutters and eaves, is to encroach more 
than 0.9 m into the minimum building setback of 1.5 m adjoining proposed Lot B; and 
 

2. Consent is granted under the Planning Act to permit the total roofed area (303 m2) of 
the existing dwelling to exceed 50% of the area of proposed Lot A (579 m2) by 2%. 

 
Should you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact our office on 8980 5900. 
 
Kind Regards 
 

 
Dehne Tynan 
Associate Director/Senior Building Certifier (18235BU) 
Irwinconsult Pty. Ltd. 
 
 



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 12

Name: Antonietta Fusinato

Phone: 89811652

Fax: null

Email: lucio.maddalozzo@cardno.com.au

Postal Address: 24 East Point Road FannieBay NT 0820

=====================================================================

 

I object strongly to the subdivision of this proposal.

I request for development assessment authority to provide a clear response as to what merits and

benefits this subdivision would have in this area.

Mrs A Fusinato resident of Fannie Bay since 1950.

MAmit
Text Box
Attachment C1 - Submissions (In Opposition)
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Sonia Barnes

From: Jodie Ksiazek <mcreomen2@bigpond.com>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 1:00 PM
To: Das NTG
Cc: fullboarplumbingnt@bigpond.com
Subject: TRM: Objection to development at 34 East Point Rd
Attachments: img20180525_12520543.pdf

Importance: High

Record Number: PA2017/0104~0039

Please find attached objection letter

Kind Regards

Jodie Ksiazek
Complete Bookkeeping Darwin
Registered BAS Agent: 25406769
PO Box 2343
Parap NT 0804
Mobile: 0476 270042
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Amit Magotra

From: Brenda Ford <brenda.ford@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 6:31 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: TRM: Proposed subdivision of Lot 2556 East Point Rd

Hon Nicole Susan Manison MLA 

Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 
 
Dear  Ms Manison 
 
I  wish to object to this proposed sub-division. 
 
I have lived and raised my children in Fannie Bay - and my grandchildren visit often.  I am, I think, 
in a position to understand and value the neighbourhood in which I live.  One of the reasons I 
chose to purchase, and to live, here are the feelings of spaciousness and freedom the area has to 
offer.  Large, quarter acre blocks, mature trees, access to parks and recreational areas all 
contribute to the atmosphere.  It is something that I and my family have enjoyed over the 
decades.  I would like my grandchildren to have the same opportunities. 
 
If the owners of the property in East Point Rd are permitted to build a second residence on land 
currently designated as SD., it will set a precedent.  Other would-be developers will have the 
opportunity of pointing to it and asking why they should not be allowed the same privileges as the 
current applicant.  They will have a point.  A precedent carries a great deal of weight in the hands 
of a developer who stands to make a significant profit on a subdivision.  The proposed subdivision 
will allow two blocks of 579 square metres - and the minimum for a SD block is 800 square 
metres.   
 
It is also important to remember that the building once in place is permanent.  The owner is able 
to rent or sell it as a commercial proposition.  Even if the new building is in fact occupied by close 
family, there is nothing to stop those family members moving away, and the owner renting out the 
building to whoever is willing to pay for it.  When the current owner dies, another owner will have 
that opportunity - of selling or renting out a property which will occupy a smaller block of land than 
is, in my opinion, appropriate for the area and location. 
 
There is no real reason to crowd developments into Fannie Bay.  The population is not expanding 
art a rate to necessitate this.  Allowing smaller residential blocks will encourage more families with 
young children to move into the area, and add to the number of cars on the road, and children 
entering the local schools.  Neither of these will impact on the developers - but both will affect 
those of us who have made our lives here.  The additional strain on an ageing sewer and water 
system is also a factor that we ratepayers consider important. 
 
Please - consider the implications of allowing this application to go ahead. I strongly believe that it 
would not be in the interests of other residents and owners in the area. 
 
Yours faithfully 

Right-click here to 
download pictures.  To  
help protect you r priv acy, 
Outlo ok prevented 
auto matic downlo ad o f 
this pictu re from the  
In ternet.

 
 



Director, Lands and Planning  
Dept of Lands, Planning and Environment  
G.P.O. Box 1680  
DARWIN NT 0801  
 
cc: Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics minister.manison@nt.gov.au  
       Minister for Housing and Community Development minister.mccarthy@nt.gov.au  

 
Dear Director, Lands and Planning, 

RE: APPLICATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 
       LOT 2556/34 EAST POINT ROAD, FANNIE BAY, to subdivide into    
       two lots of less that 760m² =  (579 m² and 579m² 
 
This land is zoned SD (Single Dwelling Residential).   
In my opinion this application is a direct attempt to circumvent this basic zoning regulation and 
should not have been accepted in the first place.  There should be some sort of mechanism that 
stops an application that breaks the basic regulations from any further processing.  It should not be 
considered.  
 
That the present owners wish to build another home on it for a family member is understandable 
but it does not comply with this zoning.  SD is SD.  Surrounding home owners and in fact all Darwin 
home owners need certainly of the type, size and proximity of housing in their suburb.  Each chooses 
where they live and consequently invests in, on this basis.  
 
Dual occupancy has been denied across Darwin.   Allowing this development to proceed would set a 
dangerous precedent and would be ignoring the Northern Territory Planning Scheme.  Why have any 
rules or regulations at all if they are to be continually flouted?  Should this application be successful 
any homeowner in future could refer to the ruling and it would be open slather for a flood of 
‘Exceptional Development Applications’ being submitted.  
When in fact there is nothing exceptional about any of them.    
 
Dual occupancy by stealth.   
 
Regards,   
 
 
Carolyn Marriott 
camarriott@bigpond.com 
2/106 Dick Ward Drive 
Coconut Grove 
NT 0810 
 
24th May, 2018 
 

mailto:minister.mccarthy@nt.gov.au
mailto:camarriott@bigpond.com


=====================================================================

Submission Number: 16

Name: Catherine Trinder

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: cjtrinder@hotmail.com

Postal Address: PO BOX 619, Parap NT 0804

=====================================================================

 

I would like to lodge my submission that the proposed subdivision of lot 2556 East Point Road be

not granted. As a resident of Fannie Bay in the large block/single dwelling area, I feel that to allow

such subdivision is against the feel and nature of our suburb. It is not desirable nor appropriate to

have dual occupancy in this area. Subdivision and dual occupancy of SD lots is not permitted, nor

was it permitted when these people bought the land. It will not be an exceptional development if

this is granted. It will be a catastrophe for the locals of the area.
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Amit Magotra

From: Charlie <charliegalton@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 8:49 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Proposed subdivision of lot 2556 east point rd.

 
The proposed subdivision of lot 2556 east point rd should not go ahead. 
There is absolutely no need for it and it subtracts from the Darwin lifestyle. 
This is not an exceptional development, just a move driven by greed and the vibe is just bad. Yeah it’s pretty much 
the vibe. 
 
Sent from my iPhone 



 
 

NORTHERN PLANNING CONSULTANTS - ACN 609 134 741 
Darwin Corporate Park, Unit 6, T212, 631 Stuart Highway, Berrimah / PO Box 36004 WINNELLIE NT 0821 

brad.cunnington@northernplanning.net    NPC 

22 May 2018  

 

 

 

Attention: Dawn Parkes 

 

Dear Dawn 

Re:  Proposed Exceptional Development Permit 

Lot 2556 Town of Darwin (34 East Point Road, Fannie Bay) 

Northern Planning Consultants have been engaged by David and Deb McWilliam, owner/occupants of lot 2569 Town 

of Darwin (9 McKinlay Street, Fannie Bay) to prepare a submission regarding the proposed Exceptional Development 

Permit (EDP) for the purpose of two lot subdivision to less than 760m2 (579m2 and 579m2) at lot 2556 Town of Darwin 

(34 East Point Road, Fannie Bay). The application for EDP was prepared and lodged by Earl James and Associates, 

and 34 East Point Road directly adjoins the rear boundary of 9 McKinlay Street. In preparing this submission, I have 

reviewed the EDP application documents, inspected the subject land and locality, and considered the relevant 

provisions of the Northern Territory Planning Act and Planning Scheme.  

Executive Summary 

This submission confirms that the owner/occupants of 9 McKinlay Street strongly object to the proposed EDP on the 

basis that the proposed development will unreasonably affect the amenity levels currently enjoyed by residents, and 

will result in subdivision and development entirely at odds with the positive character traits of the locality. 

Specifically, the proposed EDP and resultant development: 

 Will unreasonably affect amenity of surrounding residents by facilitating allotments contrary to the existing 

subdivision pattern, will impact on access to prevailing breezes, and will result in setbacks and built form 

appearance and character at odds with the surrounding area; 

 Appears to rely on the Northern Territory dual occupancy policy introduced into the Northern Territory 

Planning Scheme in July 2016, and withdrawn in October 2017. The dual occupancy policy is entirely 

irrelevant in the consideration of proposed development within the subject land; 

 The latest title transfer for the subject land occurred in March 2012, and the existing dwelling was certified 

in October 2014, both well before the dual occupancy policy was introduced into the Scheme, meaning any 

intention to undertake development in accordance with dual occupancy was purely speculative; 

Manager, Urban Planning 
Development Assessment Services 
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 
GPO Box 1680 
DARWIN NT 0801 
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 Does not (despite the apparent reliance on the now defunct dual occupancy policy) comply with the dual 

occupancy provisions; and 

 Is at odds with a number of provisions within the NT Planning Scheme relating to subdivision of residential 

lots below 600m2, and single dwellings on land less than 600m2.  

Accordingly, it is our conclusion that the proposed development lacks any merit beyond direct benefit to the 

proponents, and when considering the matters specified in Section 42 of the Northern Territory Planning Act, should 

be refused.  

Amenity and Character 

The subject land is situated on the eastern side of East Point Road, between Gregory Street and Leichhardt Crescent, 

and opposite public open space adjacent Vesty’s Beach. The immediate locality comprises lots fronting East Point 

Road between Lampe Street and Goyder Road, extending to lots along McKinlay Street, Leichhardt Crescent and 

Kellaway Street. The locality is defined by land in close proximity to the subject land, and thus lots that are likely to 

be affected by the proposed development. The extent of the locality, along with the subject land and the location of 

9 McKinlay Street, are identified in image 1 below.  

Image 1: subject land (blue), 9 McKinlay Street (green) and extent of locality (red) 

The character of the locality is overwhelmingly defined by single dwellings on large allotments with large frontages 

(over 20 metres). Almost all lots within the locality are in excess of 1,000m2, with the exception of the lots south of 

Seale Street, which exceed 830m2. Residential lots are occupied by single dwellings in a range of styles and building 

eras, with consistent character traits comprising a high void space: built form ratio, and a higher proportion of large 

building setbacks than small.  



 

Multiple dwellings comprising the Capricornia Motel and adjacent townhouses are limited to lots 2663, 2664 and 

5439, some 160 metres north of the subject land, and present as anomalies to the predominantly single dwelling 

character of lots in the area. Allotments in the area bound by East point Road, Gregory Street, McKinlay Street and 

Leichhardt Crescent (including the subject land) all exceed 1,100m2, evident in image 2 below.  

Image 2: proposed subdivision relative to surrounding lots.  

Both images 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate the proposed subdivision at variance to the overwhelming allotment 

pattern, size and lot frontage characteristics within the locality. Further, despite the application being for subdivision 

only, it cannot be considered without due regard to the resultant additional dwelling. With a small lot area, and 

given the design and location of the existing dwelling within the subject land, it is entirely reasonable to conclude 

that resultant built form will also comprise small setbacks and a low ratio of void space: built form, meaning both 

the resultant allotment and future dwelling will be out of character with the locality.  

In addition to the broader amenity impacts, the proposal is at odds with the level of amenity reasonably anticipated 

by adjoining landowners and occupants. The extent of development and impact on access to prevailing breezes are 

far beyond those which would have been expected based on the zoning and development potential of the land, and 

unreasonably affect occupant’s enjoyment of their land. Image 3 clearly indicates the direction of wet-season 

prevailing winds (blue line - from the north-west), and the restriction on access to the breezes that will be created 

by the development of the proposed lot (northern portion of the red rectangle).  

Accordingly, the proposed development is clearly at odds with the existing character, and will adversely affect 

amenity of surrounding land. Accordingly, in the context of Section 51 (j) (effect on other land) and (n) (impact on 

amenity) of the Planning Act, the proposal is inappropriate.  

 

 



 

Image 3: direction of prevailing wet season winds across subject land  

Finally, the proposal fails to demonstrate any merit beyond a direct benefit to the proponents, in the context of 

Section 51 (h). The planning report submitted with the application provides that “there is a significant demand for 

land in the Darwin area so the subdivision being proposed by the current application will create an additional housing 

opportunity,” however there is nothing further to support the “significant demand,” and no analysis to indicate why 

the proposal will alleviate the “significant demand,” or why “significant demand” cannot be accommodated in 

planned residential areas.   

Dual Occupancy 

The proposal refers to the Northern Territory dual occupancy policy, introduced into the Northern Territory Planning 

Scheme in July 2016 through Amendment 452. The most recent title transfer for the subject land occurred in March 

2012, and the recently constructed dwelling was certified in October 2014, both well before the dual occupancy 

policy was introduced into the NT Planning Scheme, meaning any intention to undertake development in accordance 

with dual occupancy was purely speculative. 

The dual occupancy policy allowed the development of multiple dwellings on land zoned SD (Single Dwelling) and 

lots exceeding 1,000m2, and subsequently the subdivision of approved dwellings. The policy was subsequently 

removed from the NT Planning Scheme in October 2017 through amendment 483, with the Minister’s reasons 

including: 

 Removing the provisions for dual occupancies in Zone SD (Single Dwelling Residential) will maintain the 

purpose of the zone, which is to provide for single dwellings on individual lots, preserving the residential 

amenity and lifestyle of many Territorians who live on large urban lots.  

The proposal is clearly at odds with the above decision, and will compromise the “residential amenity and lifestyle 

of Territorians who live on large lots.”  



 

Furthermore, despite reference to the dual occupancy policy, it is noted that the proposal is inconsistent with the 

provisions introduced through amendment 452, namely: 

 Proposed Lot A will result in a site coverage exceeding 50% (52% referred in the application documents); 

and 

 Proposed lot A does not maintain a street frontage with a minimum continuous length of 6.5 metres without 

on-site vehicle parking or access, and is not accessed by a single driveway less than 3.5 metres wide (refer 

image 4 below). 

Notwithstanding all of the above, the dual occupancy policy is no longer referred to in the Planning Scheme, and 

thus provides no justification to support the proposal.  

Image 4: image obtained from the application documents demonstrating access to the existing dwelling, to be located on 

proposed Lot A.  

Compliance with NT Planning Scheme  

Section 42 of the Planning Act does not require the Minister to consider the Planning Scheme applicable to the 

subject land when determining an application for Exceptional Development Permit. Notwithstanding, the Planning 

Scheme provides some guidance as to the accepted nature of residential subdivision and development. The proposal 

either does not comply, or is insufficiently detailed to enable an assessment against relevant provisions.  

 



 

Relevant provisions include: 

 Clause 11.2.4 – Lots less than 600m2 for single dwellings requires plans and diagrams to demonstrate that 

proposed lots, building envelopes, private open space, vehicle access, on-site parking and habitable rooms 

facing the street will be provided to meet performance criteria and respond to parking and infrastructure 

in the adjacent public road. No information has been provided to enable consideration of the application 

under Clause 11.2.4.  

 Clause 6.5.4 requires that single dwelling lots between 450m2 and 600m2 have on-site parking and vehicle 

access located to ensure that the lot frontage has a minimum continuous length of 6.5 metres without on-

site parking or vehicle access, and that vehicle access is via a single driveway. The planning report submitted 

as part of the application indicates that proposed lot A has two vehicle driveways (refer image 4), 

comprising a single and double driveway, which prevent a continuous length of 6.5 metres. The proposal 

will result in an allotment clearly at odds with Clause 6.5.4.  

 No information is provided to enable an assessment of the compliance (particularly in relation to the 

existing dwelling) with Clause 7.3 (residential setbacks), 7.3.3 (reduced setbacks for single dwellings on lots 

300m2 to 600m2) or 7.5 (private open space).  

Accordingly, the extent of non-compliance and/or inability to assess compliance due to a lack of information in the 

application verifies the nature of the proposed development beyond that which could be reasonably anticipated, 

and that the proposal is unsuitable within the subject land and locality.  

Summary 

The proposed subdivision must be considered in the context of resultant residential development that will occur on 

proposed Lot B. Both subdivision and future development are clearly at odds with the character and amenity of the 

locality, and will unreasonably impact surrounding residents. The proposal references a defunct policy, and is at 

variance with both the defunct policy and the relevant performance criteria within the Northern Territory Planning 

Scheme.  

I confirm the submitters and/or representatives wish to appear before the relevant hearing in support of this 

submission. Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any queries regarding this matter.  

Regards 

BRAD CUNNINGTON 

Principal, Northern Planning Consultants Pty Ltd 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Manager, Urban Planning 

Development Assessment Services 

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 

GPO Box 1680 

DARWIN NT 0801 

 

We, Debra and David McWilliam, the owners and residents of 9 McKinlay St Fannie Bay, 

strongly object to the application for Exceptional Development Permit for the purpose of two 

lot subdivision to less than 760m2 (579m2 and 579m2) for lot 2556, 34 East Point Road, Fannie 

Bay, lodged by Earl James and Associates. 

In the late 1990’s we lived in Ludmilla, and we searched for three years for a home in the 

Fannie Bay area, finally finding our current home, an original 1960’s elevated, surrounded by 

large SD (Single Dwelling Residential) blocks, in the area we love. We renovated our home in 

2002 in a very tropical design allowing wet season breezes to flow through, alleviating the need 

for air conditioning almost the entire year. The primary reason most residents choose to live in 

this part of Fannie Bay is the spacious breezy allotments with tropical gardens and privacy from 

the neighbours. We as a community need to preserve Darwin’s tropical ambience, architecture 

and gardens before it’s engulfed by small allotments crowded with buildings with little or no 

regard for tropical lifestyle. 

We were aghast when we learnt of the application to subdivide 34 East Point Rd which is 

immediately behind our home. In 2012 the block was sold, the previous elevated house 

removed and the block completely cleared of the existing dense tropical garden and replaced 

by a large masonry house purposely built to one side, assumedly with a subdivision in mind. If 

another of a similar type construction is erected which would likely be the case because of the 

ridiculously small block size proposed, not only will we be left looking at a large concrete wall 

overlooking our entertainment area and our living/kitchen spaces, it would certainly eliminate 

almost all our wet season breezes, our beautiful sunset views, light which filters through our 

entire house every afternoon. This would certainly have a significant impact on our personal 

amenity impacting our lives immensely, constantly and permanently. As well as reducing the 

value of our property significantly. 

This proposed subdivision flies in the face of the rejection of the Dual Occupancy Amendment 

by the current government soon after its election. Some of the reasons put forward that 

resulted in the rejection were: 

 Too many Tropical homes would be demolished 

 Character of long established suburbs destroyed 

 Loss of green natural gardens and their amenity 

 House lots too small for families 



 Natural breeze cooling lost so more air conditioning needed 

 Pressure on existing power, water and sewerage services 

 Narrow streets will suffer from crowded parking 

 Loss of value for neighbouring homes 

 Change could happen next door at any time 

 Smaller homes are already zoned elsewhere 

 Our Territory lifestyle at risk 

We are very concerned that, should this application be successful, a precedent would be set 

that could see a lot of the above points realised.  

We also object to this application because of what appears to be its singular, selfish purpose. 

There seems to be no community benefit at all from the application, only a financial windfall for 

the proponent who has constructed a building on one side of his allotment (completed October 

2014) based on an alleged discussion with a member of parliament regarding the introduction 

of Dual Occupancy, which didn’t occur until Planning Amendment No. 452 was enacted in July 

2016. This was annulled by the following government in October 2017. The owner now has an 

overbearing masonry structure which appears to be nestled as close to one side of the 

allotment as permitted, resulting in a lop sided appearance that we believe reduces the value of 

the site and the surrounding neighbourhood.  

In summary, we plead that the character and amenity of this area of older Darwin homes on 

spacious allotments be preserved by denying this application. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Debra and David McWilliam 

9 McKinlay St Fannie Bay 

25th May 2018 

 

PS: We also provide a petition separate to this document, signed by various people in support 

of this objection.  

 



 

 

This photo taken from our back door shows how the existing house at 34 East Pt Rd imposes itself on our outdoor living and entertainment area.  

Another similar house to the right of this picture (the proposed Lot B of the subdivision, where the sun is shining from) would eliminate all our wet 

season breezes and afternoon light, and be akin to living next to a block of units. 



 

And this photo, taken at the same time as the previous, shows the beautiful afternoon light that would be lost if the subdivision is approved. 







=====================================================================

Submission Number: 36

Name: Denise Dunn

Phone: 0438520898

Fax: null

Email: fbbh@bigpond.com

Postal Address: PO Box 446 Parap NT 0804

=====================================================================

 

I disagree with this proposal reasons being

Subdivision and dual occupancy of SD lots are not allowed

It would impinge on neighbours privacy

The two proposed lots would be just 579m2 far smaller than the minimum 800m2 lot size allowed

by the NTPS

The lot has a sewerage easement so there it would be extremely difficult to access

Darwin currently has no population growth so there is no need to approve subdivision of SD lots.

Roads and streets are already congested enough in Fannie Bay area

Current owners should not have anticipated that dual occupancy would be allowed before they

building

These are my reasons why this subdivision is not desirable or appropriate



TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
 

RE:    PROPOSED ‘EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT’ TO SUBDIVIDE LOT 2556  
(34) EAST POINT ROAD, TOWN OF DARWIN 

 
We, Gail and Hans‐Jurgen Dous, of 2 Green Street Fannie Bay, object to the proposed 
subdivision of Lot 2556 (34) East Point Rd, Town of Darwin, for the following reasons: 

 
1) The lot in question is zoned SD (Single Dwelling Residential) which according to the 

NT Planning Scheme (NTPS) is permitted to have only 1 single dwelling and an 
independent unit of 50 m2. Subdivision and dual occupancy are not permitted. 

 
2) In July 2016, despite significant community protest, the previous NT Government 

enacted Amendment 452 of the NTPS, to allow subdivision and dual occupancy of SD 
lots 1000 m2 or larger. Presumably the owners of Lot 2556 were apprised of this 
event in advance, and went ahead with no guarantee (as stated in their application) 
to plan and build for a subdivision of their Lot. This is not a reason to allow 
subdivision of Lot 2556 now when it is prohibited. 

 
3) The current Government, being fully aware of the concerns of residents about 

subdivision and dual occupancy of SD Lots, put in place, in October 2016, an Interim 
Development Control Order (No 23) prohibited subdivision and dual occupancy for 1 
year and commissioned a Review by Elton Consulting of the issue. 

 
  In October 2017, the Government, acknowledged the findings of the Review, and 

enacted Amendment 483 of the NTPS to reverse Amendment 452, thus prohibiting 
subdivision and dual occupancy of SD Lots. 

 
  A Reason for the Decision to enact Amendment 483 was to “maintain the purpose 

of the (SD) zone, which is to provide for single dwellings on individual lots, 
preserving the residential amenity and lifestyle of many Territorians who live 
on large urban lots”. 

 
4) Subdividing Lot 2556 which is 1158 m2 into two small 579 m2 lots does not 

preserve the residential amenity and lifestyle of the area. This development: 

 would not be compatible with the streetscape and residential surroundings 
 would create ‘building massing’ when viewed from adjoining properties 
 would impinge on neighbours’ privacy, and  
 would obstruct airflow and breeze penetration of dwellings needed for natural 

cooling, an essential in a tropical climate.  

5) The proposed lots (579 m2) are much smaller than the minimum size (800 m2) 
allowed by the NTPS in SD zones (except in new greenfield areas).  

 

 



6) There is no need to “cater for population growth” in Darwin as there is no population 
growth at present. There is no “significant demand for land in the Darwin area”.  
Any ‘demand’ is well met by the land identified in the Area Plans and proposed new 
developments already approved, without subdividing SD lots. 

 

7) Lot 2556 lies within a Storm Surge Area and any densification of the area would 
increase the risk of property damage. 

 

8) The infrastructure of Fannie Bay is old and barely able to cope with the present level 
of densification. The water run-off from the extensive roofs of two border-to-border 
dwellings on one SD lot would greatly exacerbate the problems of stormwater 
drainage and sewerage.  

By enacting Amendment 483, the current Government acknowledged that:  

a) there is no need for subdivision of SD lots  
b) residents overwhelmingly do not want densification of SD zones. They want to 

preserve the lifestyle they’ve chosen, not have it destroyed by inappropriate 
developments. They want certainty that the conditions set out in the NT Planning 
Scheme will be adhered to.   

In conclusion, after ‘fighting’ the issue of subdivision and dual occupancy of SD lots for 
more than two years, we are disappointed to find ourselves ‘fighting’ again.  

This sort of development has no place in an SD zone. Approving it would set a 
dangerous precedent for subdivision and dual occupancy in SD zones, a situation 
which should not occur. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Gail Dous    Hans-Jurgen Dous 

20 May 2018 
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Fiona Ray

From: Guy Adams <adams.guy@jkc-lng.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 23 May 2018 8:18 AM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Proposed subdivision of lot 2556 (no 34) East Point Rd NOT DESIRABLE

To whom it may concern, 
After reading the data supporting this case, I have come to the conclusion that the only item exceptional about this 
case is that the Owners intent to take a calculated risk, 
to make a commercial gain, based on a premise, that the land would be rezoned from single development lots to 
Dual development lots. 
In my view, a delinquent disregard for the current legislation, is not valid merit for an exceptional development 
permit application. If the permit is granted based on that alone, I am sure there are many other residents that may 
have  
Claim to similar cases, for example drawings drafted ready for construction, ect ect. 
If the owner had an argument for the expansion of family members, i suggest an application for granny flat or 
similar modular accommodation. 
Bottom line is Fannie Bay remains SD, until otherwise amended, regardless of the commercial aspirations of others.
Cheers 
Guy Adams  
Deputy Materials Manager  
Ichthys Project  
JKC Australia LNG Pty Ltd  
Doc Warehouse 
Bladin Point Construction Site Office 
144 Wickhan Point Rd, Wickham NT 0822 
Darwin NT 0800 
Office: +61 (0) 8931 8328 
DIRECT EXTN:  
Mobile: +61 (0) 418 821686 
adams.guy@jkc‐lng.com 

 
This e-mail, including any attached files, may contain confidential and privileged information for the sole 
use of the intended recipient. Any review, use, distribution, or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive information for the intended recipient), please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete all copies of this message.  



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 18

Name: Heidi Maruna

Phone: 0418822668

Fax: null

Email: heidi.maruna@gmail.com

Postal Address: 3 George crescent, Fannie bay, NT 0820

=====================================================================

 

I object to the proposed subdivision of lot 2556 No 34) East Point Road. The area is zoned for

single dwellings. Sub division would make the blocks too small and is not in keeping with

surrounding blocks or the suburb. Smaller blocks do not preserve the residential amenity and

lifestyle of the zone and provide an undesirable precedent. Denser housing would also impinge on

neighbours privacy and obstruct airflow and natural breeze, as well as adding stress to old

infrastructure such as sewerage.
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Ben Wollinski

From: Hugh Gunn <hughgunn@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 21 May 2018 8:34 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: PA2017/0104 - Proposed sub-division of lot 2556 (No 34) East Point Road

Dear Development Assessment Services, 
regard email title.  As a local resident of Fannie Bay I would like to lodge my objection to this 
development.  Fannie Bay is a beautiful unique suburb with traditional sized blocks.  We've only just 
bought in this area (November 2016) and would have seriously reconsidered buying our house if this 
multiple development had gone ahead. 
 
Our street (2 back from proposed development) has mix of recently renovated houses, houses that have 
been renovated a couple of decades ago and some which are completely original.  My concern is that if 
this development goes ahead then those houses that have yet to be renovated will apply for multiple zone 
redevelopment.  This means that the area will lose its charm and my home will be devalued by having a 
multiple home development built across the road.  I've just spent several hundred thousand dollars 
renovating my home which would be rendered worthless. 
 
There is no reason to approve this development when considering the greater good of the area. 
 
Best regards 
 
Hugh Gunn 
 



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 52

Name: Iain Summers

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: summersfamily@iinet.net.au

Postal Address: GPO Box 2823 Darwin NT 0801

=====================================================================

 

The reason provided for why the applicant wishes to subdivide the block into two sections, each of

which is below the minimum required for a Single Dwelling zoning, is to allow the applicant to build

a second dwelling for a family member. Since this application is being treated as an exceptional

deviation from accepted practice, it should be substantiated with persuasive evidence.

 

There is no persuasive evidence provided in the application to substantiate the stated reason.

Suitable evidence could have been (1) a concept plan for what the second dwelling would look

like, noting that the application states that the second dwelling was envisaged at the time of the

construction of the present dwelling; and (2) a statutory declaration from the family member that

they intend to live in the new premises.

 

Without persuasive evidence of the intent identified in the application, if the sub-division was

granted, the intent for the application could easily be varied, and the subdivided block could, for

example, be offered for sale. That would then create a precedent allowing similar sub-divisions,

which will erode privacy, and living space for families, which are important features of the lifestyle

values provided by the SD zoned properties in this area.

 

In summary, the application has not provided sufficient justification for why an Exceptional

Development Permit should be allowed to create a significant and irreversible risk to the existing

residential amenity of the area. The application should be rejected.



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 5

Name: Judy Maddalozzo

Phone: 0418412228

Fax: null

Email: judygreenart@gmail.com

Postal Address: 17 Leichhardt Crescent Fannie Bay

=====================================================================

 

NO NO NO NO to rezoning ...I have lived in the area for over 30 years. This is an old area of

Darwin ... a heritage housing area valuing trees and greenery are needed... We do not want to

rezone this area ever ... it needs to be maintained for future generations to come and we have

already seen a huge decline of open spaces and bad planning in the area...

I think they should grow a veggie garden there instead



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 6

Name: Judy Maddalozzo

Phone: 0418412228

Fax: null

Email: judygreenart@gmail.com

Postal Address: 17 Leichhardt Crescent Fannie Bay

=====================================================================

 

No NO No to the proposal Living in the area for over 30 years and seen so many changes that

have decreased green space and increased heat ... This should never be up for review in such a

prime residential area where others have invested here for the space the green trees and larger

blocks



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 43

Name: Justene Dwyer

Phone: 0417455807

Fax: null

Email: dj.dwyer@bigpond.com

Postal Address: PO Box 2093, Parap

=====================================================================

 

Hello

 

I wish to lodge my objection to the proposed development at 34 East Point Road.

 

What Fannie Bay does not need, is another residential block filled to capacity with townhouses. 

 

I have lived in Fannie Bay for 13 years and it’s bad enough that the suburb on the East Point side

is completely congested with massive, multi dwelling structures but now, the other side (an area

zoned as Single Dwelling) is being unnecessarily developed.

 

The Darwin property market is worse than stagnant.  It’s going backwards.  There is a flood of long

term vacant properties in Darwin.

 

Keep that side of Fannie Bay, SD only!  That’s is why people love the area. Large gardens,

tropical houses and cooling breezes.   

 

I seriously doubt the intention of the owners is to build another dwelling for their family member.  If

they wanted a property that could eventually accommodate extra people, they should have built a

large house in the first instance.  Instead, they’ve built a townhouse and now think people are

gullible enough to believe that the second identical townhouse will not be a source of income for

them solely.  Rubbish.

 

J Dwyer







=====================================================================

Submission Number: 13

Name: Lucio Maddalozzo

Phone: 89428225

Fax: null

Email: lucio.maddalozzo@cardno.com.au

Postal Address: PO Box 25 Parap NT 0804

=====================================================================

 

Wednesday, 23 May 2018

Our Ref: 20180522lamL

Contact :Lucio Maddalozzo

 

 

Manager Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

 

 

EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION

LOT 2556 TOWN OF DARWIN

34 EAST POINT ROAD FANNIE BAY

 

 

Dear Doug

 

I write in connection with the above exceptional planning application submitted by Earl James and

Associates dated 13/02/2017 on behalf of the owners, Hariklia and Chris Cleanthous. I have

examined the proposal, I know of the proposal well and the intent of the applicant to undertake this

subdivision from their initial acquisition of this parcel of land.

 

I object strongly to the subdivision of this allotment.

 

This proposal is prohibited in zone SD. It does not come anywhere near the minimum required

area for a SD site. This proposal is 24% (181m2) short of the minimum area size requirement. 

 

To my knowledge, there are no lots of this size in this immediate area.

I acknowledge that pressure for development of these older suburbs is considerable. I have been

aware and involved in objecting of several such proposals all have been successfully resisted over

the past 40 years.



The reasons for rejecting those earlier proposals is simply that this area was never meant to be

medium density.  This continues to be the opinion of many of the long-term residents that have

lived in this area for over 50 years. The amenity of this area and character of this unique lifestyle

shall be diminished should this application succeed. The authority would find it very difficult to

support such a particularly ill-considered request.

Furthermore, there is no need for this kind of ad hock subdivision of these larger allotments to

meet the greed of the selected few that want to make quick financial gain at the expense of the

majority.

I understand that the authority must process this application; however, I do ask that the authority

take these concerns seriously. I seek for the authority to discharge its duty as required by the

Town Plan and associated Planning Act.

If this application is to be decided by the authority and permits an open forum for the public to

voice their objection, please take this as notice that I would like to speak at the meeting which this

application is expected to be decided. Please let me know as soon as possible the date of the

meeting.

 

Yours Sincerely

 

Lucio Maddalozzo



PLan:	  the	  Planning	  Action	  Network,	  Inc
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  PO	  Box	  2513,	  	  Darwin,	  NT	  0801
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  margaret.clinch@bigpond.com

The	  Manager,
Urban	  Planning
das.ntg.nt.gov.au

Lot	  2556,	  Town	  of	  Darwin,	  
	   34	  East	  Point	  Road,	  Darwin	  

Subdivision	  EDP.

Dear	  Sir/	  Madam,

This	   application	   is	   to	   subdivide	   	   an	   SD	   Lot	   (zoned	   for	   a	  
single	  dwelling)	   	   ie.	   	  Lot	  2556,	   into	  two	  parts	   .	   	   It	  is	  clearly	  
stated	   in	   the	  application	  that	   this	   is	   to	  allow	  speciWically	   for	  	  
purpose	  of	  building	  a	  second	  house	  on	  the	  newly	  created	  lot.

Our	   organisation	   does	   not	   support	   the	   application	   for	   the	  
following	  reasons:

1. The	   area	   in	   which	   Lot	   2556,	   Town	   of	   Darwin	   is	  
situated	  is	  zoned	  SD(lots	  for	  single	  dwellings).

2. Zoning	   has	   the	   purpose	   of	   providing	   orderly	   and	  
appropriate	  land	  development.

3. The	   SD	   zones	   in	   established	   areas	   require	   at	   least	  
800sm	  per	  lot.

4. Lot	  2556,	   if	   subdivided,	   would	  produce	   two	   lots	  each	  
estimated	  by	   the	   applicants	   at	   579sm.	   	   Lot	   2556	   does	   not	  
meet	  the	  requirements	  	  for	  two	  	  SD	  lots	  at	  800sm	  each.

mailto:margaret.clinch@bigpond.com


5. The	  map	  supplied	  shows	  a	  dominant	  huge	  area	  of	  the	  
Fannie	   Bay	   suburb,	   zoned	   SD	   with	   lots	   of	   an	   appropriate	  
size.	   This	   is	   a	   prestigious	   area,	   with	   large	   houses	   and	  
gardens.	  It	  is	  one	  which	  real	  estate	  agents	  might	  refer	  to	  as	  
a	  good	  ‘location’,	  with	  higher	  than	  average	  house	  values.

Homes	   on	   East	   Point	   Road	   enjoy	   a	   foreshore,	   and	   sea	  
outlook	  with	  breezes.

6. The	   new	   Area	   Plan	   speciWically	   does	   not	   signal	   East	  
Point	   Road	   for	   future	   densiWication.	   	   Two	   smaller	   houses	  
would	   not	   match	   the	   character	   of	   the	   streetscape,	   and	  
neighbourhood,	  and	  look	  wrong.

7. Approving	  this	  application	  would	  create	  a	  precedent	  
which	  many	  would	  be	  encouraged	  to	  follow.	  

This	  would	  lead	  to	  the	  destruction	  of	  the	  zoning	  of	  this	  area	  
which	  is	  one	  of	  Darwin’s	  most	  well	  established	  and	  
impressive	  suburbs.

M	  A	  CLINCH
PLan:	  the	  Planning	  Action	  Network,	  Inc.
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Amit Magotra

From: margiewest8@bigpopnd.com <margiewest8@bigpond.com>
Sent: Saturday, 26 May 2018 12:12 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Objection to Lot 2556
Attachments: The Manager.docx

 



The Manager,  
Urban Planning 
das.ntg.nt.gov.au 
 
RE: Lot 2556, Darwin, 
34 East Point Road, 
Darwin NT 
Subdivision EDP 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
I object to the subdivision of this bock at 34 East Point Rd, into 
2 residential dwelling areas. This is total contravention of your 
planning requirement for this Zone being solely for single 
dwellings. In this established area each lot needs to be at least 
800 sqm. 
 
This is a beautiful area that is not designated for densiWication, 
so please uphold the current zoning and beauty of this area and 
don’t allow this continual chipping away of established 
regulation of our block sizes.  
 
 I know from experience, as the people on either side of me have 
squeezed granny flats practically up to the back fence lines or in 
the case across the road - the granny flat was extend way beyond 
the established boundary perimeters allowed by law. Now I have 
noise all-around me in what was once a peaceful place to live. 
 
Regards 
 
Margie West 
21 Phoenix St  
Nightcliff NT 0810 
 
	



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 51

Name: Maureen Davy

Phone: 0417866644

Fax: null

Email: robmofinn@hotmail.com

Postal Address: PO Box 87 Parap NT 0804

=====================================================================

 

I Maureen Davy of 56 Playford Street Parap NT 0820.

I disagree with the proposal to subdivide lot 2556 East Point Road.

For the following reasons.

* subdivision and dual occupancy of SD lots is not permitted - for good reason.

*to allow this would set precident for further subdivisions.

* It would detract from the tropical life style of one of Darwins older suberbs.

* obstruct airflow

* put pressure on aging infrastructure.

Yours Sincerely

Maureen Davy



PROPOSED SUBDIVISION OF LOT 2556 (No 34) 
EAST POINT ROAD, FANNIE BAY 

 

OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSED EXCEPTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

 

Attention: Manager, Urban Planning Development Assessment Services  

     Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 

 

I am lodging my objections to the above proposal as this is not within the zoning of 
the area in which I live and wish to retain.  

 

 The area is zoned SD single dwelling and minimum land size to be 800m². To 
split this land into 2 titles of 579m² is unacceptable. If granted this would then 
become a precedence for all future proposals to be accepted. The 
infrastructure for the area if not sufficient to support double the number of 
dwellings in the area. The sewage is already at capacity during the peak of 
the wet season with overflows being a regular event. 

 Should a dwelling of substantial size similar to the existing dwelling be built, 
then access to the sewage easement at the rear of the land could be 
restricted through the positioning of the building or landscaping. How would 
contractors plant and equipment then access to it, through a neighbouring 
property? 

 I brought our property based on the area designed and zoned to 
accommodate the large land parcels. If I wanted to live in a high-density 
housing area I would have bought in one of the suburbs zoned in that fashion. 
Another building of similar size here will also restrict breezes to surrounding 
properties of which owners have built homes for the tropical climate. 

 

 

 

Regards, 

Michael Warr 

36 East Point Road 

Fannie Bay, NT 0820  

michaelwarr64@bigpond.com 



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 44

Name: Michele Philip

Phone: 0437920782

Fax: null

Email: Micheleanne04@gmail.com

Postal Address: 3 Little Street, Fannie Bay, NT 0820

=====================================================================

 

I disagree with this subdivision proposal because the intention of the current zoning is for single

dwellings on individual lots, and to allow the lot to be subdivided into two very small blocks and an

additional dwelling to be constructed would have a detrimental impact on the residential amenities

and lifestyle of the area.   We choose to live in this area because of the large blocks of land, cool

tropical gardens and the benefits to our environment this provides.  Allowing dual occupancy on

this block, situated on a main road, could also lead to potential safety issues with vehicles leaving

and entering East Point Road which only has two lanes and is quite congested during peak times.



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 38

Name: Murray Pennefather

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: mjpennefather@gmail.com

Postal Address: PO BOX

=====================================================================

 

In regard to the Proposed Subdivision of Lot 2559 (N034) East Point Road.

 

I disagree with the subdivision proposal. It is my view the block sizes in Fannie Bay should remain

the size they already are. The services infrastructure was not designed for this.

 

This may be fore a family member and if passed it may be an opening for others to subdivide for

other reasons than supporting a family member.

 

I don't understand why the decision was made after consultation with the local member. Why

wasn't the subdivision submitted with NT Planning when the NT Government passed Amendment

452 in July 2016.

 

In another state we were permitted to build a granny flat providing the living area did not exceed

80m2. The garage and verandah were not included in the 80m2. We were not permitted to

subdivide, it also saved on the cost of subdivision.

It also prevented building something that placed too much pressure on  services provided by the

government.

 

I would agree with this if it was available and did not involve subdividing the block.



PROPOSED SUB‐DIVISION LOT 2556 (34) EAST POINT ROAD FANNIE BAY NT 0820. 

 

Das.ntg@nt.gov.au 

 

I wish to submit my objection to the above proposal as I feel it would impact on myself and 
neighbouring properties due to the following reasons; 

 

 Lots sizes far too small to accommodate two dwellings. 
 I will lose the Tropical atmosphere of Fannie Bay. 
 Homes too close to current properties. 
 Another driveway entrance required from East Point Road. 
 Another 2 wheelie bins out on nature strip on a weekly basis. 
 Will lose the breeze and view I currently have. 
 Noise will be a concern. 
 Fannie Bay is known for its large lot sizes of over 1000 square meters. 
 Darwin property prices are not booming this will reduce the current UCV on land. 

I was under the impression that a second dwelling was being built to accommodate another family 
member, however communications with the current owner advised that as house prices have 
plummeted he has no option but to submit an application to sub‐divide to each lot being 579 square 
meters.  He would sell the current property and keep the vacant block as his own 

 

I do not want to see a vacant lot or another dwelling too close to the boundary fences.  I am not the 
owner of this premises; however, I am the caretaker when they are overseas or interstate.  I do 
reside at these premises on a permanent basis and have updated my details on the electoral roll. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raelene McAdam 

0455807126 

C/‐ 36 East Point Rd Fannie Bay NT 0820. 
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Fiona Ray

From: Ray Hall <Ray.hall@ecoz.com.au>
Sent: Wednesday, 23 May 2018 4:09 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Objection - EDP - lot 2556, No 34 East point road 

Dear DCA, 
 
I believe that the owners of lot 2556, No 34 East point road have disrespected the Planning Act and all of their 
neighbours in their intention to build 2 ugly oversized un‐tropical eskies on one large block in Fannie Bay. 
 
Within the past 12 months I have purchased a property in Fannie Bay and one of the most desirable aspects was the 
SD zoning. We moved from an area (in Darwin) where multiple dwellings were encroaching on the SD zone and 
negatively impacting our lifestyle with increased traffic, on road parking, noise, less trees, reduced air flows and 
increased heat absorbing surfaces. 
 
This proposal if successful will set a precedence for this to happen in this part of Fannie Bay. This is especially 
important now because there are many aging houses that would be targets for knock down and replacement with 2 
dwellings if this precedence was set. 
 
The Government are spending a fortune in trying to reduce the heat of the CBD and here is a proposal in one of our 
iconic suburbs that goes completely against that initiative. If I were an immediate neighbour I would be disgusted at 
the loss of distance between houses, the loss of air flow, the loss of shady trees, the loss of the feeling of space. The 
thought of having to look from my verandah at a concrete block wall, immediately over the fence, covered in heat 
producing air conditioners would drive me crazy. Not only does this type of housing seriously impact the social and 
cultural aspects of Darwin living but it would also have a detrimental impact on the economic valuation of 
surrounding properties. 
 
Please retain the character of our iconic suburbs and allow like minded people to enjoy the tropical lifestyle that can 
only be achieved with large blocks, shade and airflow – not full time airconditioning.  
 
 
Ray Hall 
0404062480 
 



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 3

Name: Richard Wiltshire

Phone: 08 89810586

Fax: null

Email: wiltshire.rp@bigpond.com

Postal Address: 7 Green St FANNIE BAY NT 0822

=====================================================================

 

With our three children (and myself) walking and riding on the footpath and dodging cars trying to

enter onto a busy East Point Rd in the morning and afternoon, adding another driveway obstacle

on a part of the road that already has poor visibility of cars on going towards the city East Point

Rd, and coming out of Gregory St, just makes it more complex/dangerous. A lot of children use

this route to DMS and DHS.  If a up to 50 square metre independent unit was built on lot 2556 that

meets the family second dwelling requirement without requiring subdivision, it would be safer if the

single extant access was maintained.



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 15

Name: Roger Dunn

Phone: 0498491013

Fax: null

Email: fbbh@bigpond.com

Postal Address: PO Box 446 Parap 0804

=====================================================================

 

Being a property owner in the suburb of Fannie Bay I am opposed to this proposed subdivision as

it would set an unwanted and unpopular precedent among the majority of property owners in this

desirable location.

The main reason we moved to Fannie Bay years ago was because of the large block sizes with

room for a pool and big yard for kids. Another very important reason for me was the absence of

high density living / construction with no or minimal unit developments in area blocking or

obstructing air flow which is necessary for our design of house ( not relying on air conditioners ).

There is no justification why this proposed subdivision should go ahead as our population is in

decline and the government continuing to affect property prices with unnecessary suburb

developments like "Berrimah Farm development".

I believe if this subdivision is approved and more similar subdivisions occur in the future it will have

a negative impact on property prices in the immediate vicinity making them far less attractive.

In Exceptional Development Permit Application it says applicants "only wish to contruct one further

dwelling". As stated before it sets a bad precedent as you may have several future applications for

people wishing to build ONLY ONE further dwelling on their SD zoned block.
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Amit Magotra

From: susan coleman <suecoleman11@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 1:53 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: TRM: Resubmit Re: Proposed Subdivision of lot 2556 or no 34 East Point Road

Please note that we did not put our address to the objection letter below.  
Our details are  
Patrick and Susan Coleman  
11 kellaway street  
Fannie Bay 0820 
 
Please respond.  
 
On 22 May 2018 14:25, susan coleman <suecoleman11@hotmail.com> wrote: 
We would like to object to this lot being subdivided. This area is zoned SD and should remain so.   
Reasons are  
At present the area of Fannie Bay with it's large tropical blocks is unique and desirable.  
As a resident of Fannie Bay since 1980 we do not wish to be surrounded by extra houses creating mass 
density.  
The effects of mass density is well documented in many countries ie lower living standards increased 
traffic etc.  
Overcrowding is not a tropical concept nor desirable.  
The residents of Fannie Bay have been fighting such proposals for many years.  
Isn't it about time that someone put an end to all this.  
We will not get tired but keep on fighting to preserve our lifestyle.  
 
Yours sincerely  
Susan and Patrick Coleman  
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Sonia Barnes

From: Terry Howard <swandarwin@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, 24 May 2018 2:58 PM
To: Das NTG; Terry Howard; Terry/pam Howard
Subject: PROPOSED SUBDIVISION OF LOT 2556, EAST POINT ROAD

Ref:  Objection to   EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION 

As a longterm resident in the neighborhood of the above Lot 2556, and in view of the existing planning 
zoning and the most recent Government Developement Control Order relating to this area, I object to the 
current applicant being granted any exemption which would allow subdivision of this Lot. 

The applicant has not provided or demonstrated any relevant " EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES " to 
justify the resulting immediate and future community effects of the granting of an exemption to allow the 
subdivision to proceed. 

In this instance, the granting of an exemption would only provide negative amenity effects to nearby 
residents without any accompanying benefit to the community. The only benefit would be to the applicant at 
expense to the community. 

I am happy to further elaborate should it be required. 

T W HOWARD 
9  LEICHHARDT CRESCENT 
FANNIE BAY  NT  0820 

Ph.  0418475057 
swandarwin@gmail.com 
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Amit Magotra

From: Chris Cleanthous <chriscleanthous@live.com.au>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 11:30 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: TRM: Fw: SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556, EAST POINT ROAD FANNIE 

BAY
Attachments: East Point for sub-division 24 May 18 (4) (1).docx; EAST POINT SUBDIVISION 4.jpg

 
 

From: Chris Cleanthous <chriscleanthous@live.com.au> 
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 11:26 PM 
To: kdodd@eja.com.au 
Subject: Fw: SUB‐DIVISION OF LOT 2556, EAST POINT ROAD FANNIE BAY  
  
 
 

From: Chris Cleanthous <chriscleanthous@live.com.au> 
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 11:25 PM 
To: das.ntg@nt.gov.au 
Subject: SUB‐DIVISION OF LOT 2556, EAST POINT ROAD FANNIE BAY  
  
 



Manager, Urban Planning 

Development Assessment Services 

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 

GPO Box 1680 

DARWIN   NT   0801 

(E – mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au ) 

(Fax: 08.8999 6055) 

 

SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,  

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

My family owned 131 acers in the rural area which now is called Pinelands and Palmerston. 
This is called development, growth or expansion. Darwin is the Capital City after all and a 
capital city must grow. Otherwise if things stay the way they are, Darwin will become a 
suburb of Palmerston City. 

Bayview, Francis Bay Park and Cullen Bay are developed on smaller allotments and are highly 
sought after and prime real estate. Subdivision should be an option and up to the individual 
landowners. Landowners can choose to keep their original Lot size and they do not have to 
subdivide, it is not compulsory. My family is an old Darwin family and I come to understand 
that people pass away or move on then the properties have new owners. The new owners 
would have a choice and a differing opinion and needs on how to use the land. 

Bayview and most of the greater Darwin area is a storm surge risk.  This should not be a 
reason to hold back growth otherwise we all should move to Mandora. Growth will help us 
develop infrastructure sewerage, electricity, stormwater runoff and it is embarrassing to call 
Fannie Bay an old and poorly equipped suburb. Just look at the beautiful multimillion dollar 
homes with their 6 or so toilets, 4 kitchens etc. so do we stop building these huge houses if 
the infrastructure can’t cope. Look around at the multiple dwellings being constructed (Pearl 
Village Retirement Resort) and unit blocks, they surely need to use the same infrastructure. 
The more we develop the area the more money will be generated by the government and 
maybe we can upgrade our power lines from above ground to underground and a new 
modern sewerage and stormwater system in line with the rest of the Territory. So, do we stop 
growth and do nothing for the sake of a few selfish old Darwin families (my family is one of 
the oldest families in Darwin) who are holding up progress and Darwin from being a modern 
Capital City and a popular tourist destination. As it stands Darwin, is dying and relies heavily 
on tourists because there are no locals around in the off season; just ask the local businesses 
who are closing down. Palmerston is thriving because they have the population and shops, 



restaurants, services and facilities so there is no need to come to our dying city.  Thank God 
for the festivals and the markets because there won’t be any shops or businesses left. 

At least people from Fannie Bay can walk to these festivities but one day people from 
Palmerston will stop visiting Darwin, then what? Fannie Bay residents will have to drive to 
Palmerston because there will be more attractions due to population growth. Most 
businesses prefer to set up shop where the people are. 

All Jokes aside but someone has gone through the trouble of distributing a letter throughout 
the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap Mail boxes, which was brought to my attention, by 
many concerned residents. 

I have attached this letter.  The person who wrote this letter, with a lot of misleading 
information, was not man enough to put a name to the letter, prompting this response from 
me. It is concerning to me and many others who were born in Darwin to see the lack of 
progress and growth because population increase is held back by people who are against 
subdivision, in turn affecting the overall economy and the need for further development, 
attractions and services, 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Chris Cleanthous 
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Sonia Barnes

From: rmi-nt@bigpond.com
Sent: Monday, 21 May 2018 3:47 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Support for proposed subdivision Lot 2556 East Point Road Fannie Bay

To whom it may concern 
 
I believe the owners of the above Lot wish to subdivide their land into two (2) single residential dwelling lots. 
 
I think that is a good idea as it would assist in increasing the population growth of this inner part of the City of 
Darwin. 
 
I believe that it is also the desire of the Territory and Local Government to increase population density particularly 
close to Darwin. 
 
This proposal is also consistent with obtaining better use of land close to Darwin and more efficient use of 
resources. 
 
Darwin city is struggling and needs more people in and around it.   
 
This proposal and others like it should be encouraged, supported and granted. 
 
 

If you have any questions or queries, please contact me. 

Craig Spencer, General Manager 
RMI Security (Security Firm Lic #196) 
RMI Investigations (Lic # C007)  
RMI Training 
RMI Consulting  
 
 Tel:        +61 (0)8 8941 4182 
 Mob:      +61 (0)411 426 662 
 Email:     craigspencer@rmigroup.com.au 
 Office:   4/13 Hinkler Crescent, Fannie Bay.  NT 0820   (by appointment only)     
 Postal:   GPO Box 4878 Darwin NT 0801 
ABN:            78 317 719 214 
Private and Confidential:  This message and any attachments are for the named person(s) or intended recipient(s) use only. It may contain confidential, 
proprietary or legally privileged information.  No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any incorrect transmission.  Messages received in error - please 
immediately delete it and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies of it and notify the sender by return email.  If you are not the intended recipient, there 
is no consent whatsoever to directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print or copy any part of this message.  We provide no warranties with this message, and any 
attachments are free of computer viruses or other defects.  Any opinion, text, documentation or attachment received is valid as at the date of issue only. The recipient is 
responsible for reviewing the status of the transferred information and should advise us immediately upon receipt of any discrepancy. All email received will be 
intercepted, screened and filtered by our approved Service Providers or us.  All email sent by us remains our property. We accept no liability for loss or damage resulting 
from the use of this transmission due to viruses and accept liability for errors, omissions in, delays or interruptions through negligence or otherwise. 

 Save a tree - please don't print this e-mail unless you need to as 1ream of paper = 5.4 kg CO2 in the atmosphere and three (3) sheets of A4 paper = 1 litre of water. 
 

bsoni
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Amit Magotra

From: jackmechielsen@bigpond.com
Sent: Tuesday, 22 May 2018 4:10 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Proposed subdivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay into two single 

residency dwelling lots

To whom it may concern 
  
I understand that the owners of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay wish to subdivide their land into two 
single residency dwelling lots. 
  
This is a worthwhile proposal which would assist in increasing the population in the City of Darwin. It will 
do so modestly but have a positive effect on maintaining the amenity of the inner city while 
simultaneously increasing the number of people able to contribute to the city’s well‐being. 
 
Approval has been given for several other developments in the area several of which have been for 
multiple dwellings.  This is a more modest proposal which is nevertheless consistent with the expressed 
desire of local government as well as the Government of the Northern Territory to increase the 
population, specifically close to the Darwin city. 
  
At the present time, the city of Darwin does not seem to be flourishing; there is an evident need for more 
people to live in and around the city.  More efficient use of land close to the city would support an 
increased population and enable the city to grow, thrive and prosper.  
  
This is a desirable proposal which, I believe, the city would do well to approve.  It and others like it should 
be encouraged and supported. 
 
I would be pleased to be available to address any comments, questions or queries regarding this important 
matter. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Jack Mechielsen 
Villa 42, 11 Waratah Crescent 
FANNIE BAY   NT   0820 
0437 429 180 (M)  
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Roxanne Willing

From: Janice Young <janyoung@live.com.au>
Sent: Friday, 25 May 2018 1:01 PM
To: Das NTG
Subject: Lot 2556, 34 East Point Road, Fannie Bay

 
I write in support of the application to subdivide the above into two single dwelling blocks. 
 
This would certainly improve the area and having known the Cleanthous family for over 25 years and having 
observed their previously built residential properties in Darwin, am assured that their plans to build a future 
residential dwelling on the property will only enhance the area.   
 
I am aware that the NT Government has in the past, identified that these larger parcels of land in the inner suburbs 
were better utilised for subdivision to contribute to population growth in areas where there was limited land 
available for development.  I therefore suggest that serious consideration be given to this sub‐division in accordance 
with NT Government planning policy. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
Jan Young 
23/58 Bayview Boulevard 
Bayview 
 
25th May 2018 



Lot 20556 

34 East Point Road  

Fannie Bay  

 

Two lot subdivision to less than 760m² (579m² & 579m²). 

 

I reside at 32 East Point Road which is next door to the subject property. I support this 

proposal for the following reasons: 

 

 Improved amenity – East Point Road is highly visible and is a tourist thoroughfare as 

the primary link between the Darwin CBD; Casino and Museum through to East Point 

Reserve. It is of overall community benefit that properties along this road are 

attractive, well-maintained and generally represent the best that Darwin has to offer.  

 

Currently, properties along East Point Road are an inconsistent mix of very attractive 

and well-maintained through to others that are old, dilapidated and in poor repair. 

The redevelopment of those run-down properties is presently inhibited due to very 

high land values and relatively large land parcels. The combination of these factors 

limits the capacity of property owners to develop to the full potential of the land. It 

is prohibitive for property owners to construct a high value home on a lot that is in 

excess of 1000m2 due to being unable to capitalise fully on the underlying land 

value.  

 

The only circumstances where this situation is able to be overcome is where a 

property owner is able to construct and very large home that maximises the 

allowable built form for a site. I would suggest that these circumstances are 

extraordinary.  

 

The only alternative to encourage the redevelopment of the aforementioned run-

down properties is to increase the development potential of a site. The proposed 

development at 34 East Point Road is the lowest impact change increase in 



development potential allowing only a single further dwelling to be constructed on 

the lot. Should the development be approved, I am optimistic that this may pave the 

way for further redevelopment along this road. 

 

 Consistent with other properties in the surrounding area – development along East 

Point Road includes single dwellings, multiple dwellings and some medium density 

housing as well as a motel. The proposed development is entirely consistent with this 

range and in terms of both function and appearance, there is nothing to distinguish 

this development from any other development along the foreshore. 

 

 Low impact development – the existing property at 34 East Point Road is a secure 

and quiet residence and a high-quality construction. A similar home constructed on 

the to-be-created adjacent lot would not detract in any way from the privacy and 

amenity of neighbouring properties. The existing home is constructed almost to the 

boundary on our side and it does not impact on our enjoyment.  

 

Under existing planning provisions, the property owner at 34 East Point Road is 

entitled to extend his house to the boundary on the other side – in effect, this would 

have an identical impact to the construction of a second dwelling except that it 

would be under one roof. It would have no greater impact in terms of the number of 

people that are able to reside at the property or any other related impacts on 

neigbouring properties including privacy. There are numerous examples of such 

properties along East Point Road, north of Ross Smith Avenue. 

 

 

Regards 

 

 

Lawson Broad 

32 East Point Road 

Fannie Bay 



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 37

Name: Rosario Finocchiaro

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: mastotermis@gmail.com

Postal Address: PO Box 38262, Winnellie NT 0821

=====================================================================

 

I own a property in Seale Street, Fannie Bay. I support the subdivision of Lot 2556 Town of

Darwin. The original idea for allowing dual occupancy was first countenanced by the Hendersen

Labor Government after a recommendation by a Melbourne based boffin. But the Labor

government didn't have the political will to implement it. The idea remained within the public

service until the Giles CLP government put it into effect. The idea has merit because allowing our

cities to sprawl is ultimately not sustainable: There is greater infrastructure costs in urban sprawls

(longer electricity cables; longer and deeper sewerage pipes, more frequent sewerage treatment

plants; longer storm water drainage pipes, longer roads, longer NBN cable runs, etc) and a 'thin'

population density severely limits the viability of mass transport; which most would agree is

desirable. In summary, whilst this is a subdivision to create two supposedly undersized lots on

separate titles, I think that dual occupancy should be resurrected. I support the proposed

subdivision.



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 1

Name: Will Johnson

Phone: 0422896480

Fax: null

Email: will.johnson@htw.com.au

Postal Address: 24 Conigrave Street Fannie Bay

=====================================================================

 

Support this application.  Good use of the land in this location.  allotments larger than 550 sqm are

still considered to provide larger housing in line with the location.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntfi@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FAN N IE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasj}t^n.tgoy_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTtg^ntfiov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov,au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots. I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb

of Fannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's long-term view for the area as outlined in the

Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan.

NAME j^Wr^ i^o^-r^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 3f ft! •^WAri\H C^ ^^1^16 ^ DSSJQ

DATE /^H ^ ^^)^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntgi®nt.ROV.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

Mik^C, f^^iUNAME A / .
7\}t

SIGNATURE ^E^. './^^^^ ^.-^'

T^' I ( ^<4 W ^^^ /^/^ ^/ A//~o'f/'7

DATE

n ^h ^i{



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots. I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb

of Fannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's long-term view for the area as outlined in the

Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan.

NAME ^\np-L^N& t^CC.^^ \~S&-^

SIGNATURE ^/-n, . J'.. ^1^^

ADDRESS ^y'/ ^^^r'^^ c^^^
f^i)^.^^ 5^, /v'" <3sr

DATE I ^1 ^ l^

A<3



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ • "^- fo^-"f^

SIGNATURE , v

•-)

./'

e-iti^/^K

ADDRESS

DATE

y^^ // ^^^ C^ ^^^ ^V ^rW°

Ih ^- /?



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.nte@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots. I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb

of Fannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's long-term view for the area as outlined in the

Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan.

NAME r/FK^

SIGNATURE Y^JCOV^

ADDRESS 6D \ I J^^jh-TA ^ ()y&E:S<-^/-1
fn p/r\f/ ^=- ^_^ AY 0 ^ ^o

1^/0-^/1-^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Kov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

'61^ fr^l^t

n tOa-v^W^ C^e-,

^i
tt-a^^/^

f{, ywd/v\ ^° ^

^JCT Q§2.Q



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME p^l-T^ //t/;J/ f^

SIGNATURE ^//(•^
ADDRESS 2^/// /°^L ^^^ (~"^ •

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_n^@n.tgov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an Increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME f)^f0f/l ^ /hS-T/W

SIGNATURE

^ K^tf>1^ •

ADDRESS ,^ ^ y^^

P%D
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: dn;;,r]tgg)riL.guv^liy )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME L-^Sffl^ Qm

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
^|l 9HlUp 8t ^Niee^ os'&)

DATE \\S\QS l<2£)/<&-



Manager,. Urban Plamina

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: ^s.ni.^nLgov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

1 offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precous and imited commodity,

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME f\l C^r^^c. /»^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 2, -^u ^ T-^—., ^ -^ O.?z^

DATE H n ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

Tl^v k T\^v

SIGNATURE \/\V^v

n, ^(u^- '~>T <^i.^^ ^ ^ ^^

DATE (; ]^^ \ ^^

NAME



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME J(;ni\A [ IN' !/

SIGNATURE
,u,./)

ADDRESS ' ) l/{v4[--l: } !^" ^ ^
/

DATE UA^/k^-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME bT^TO^ MCLA5

SIGNATURE ./^)/jl-^-iC<- J' <

ADDRESS .Z ScoT^ S'^^^-c'1

Fp^^f^i^ (S^-l o^zo

DATE j Z | 05 \ rLO[<^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-ctivision would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME
/^o r(>^^^U^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS €/^ po^-r^ ^ ^/9/^/?



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVtSION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two
single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient/ utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^.AO^A ^bOL[

SIGNATURE tklJUU'U^ CbZxJLd^-

ADDRESS ^f^ h/lT/WS ?LA^

DATE <^/<5/.^&



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasj]tg^nt^goy_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME
&O&E^[ <^b^Ay

ADDRESS o^n >s/,^ ^^ua^^i^ ^-r ynw^

DATE i0<^ \f\^ XP\8



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME D/6)^n^ ^O^r^Gr^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

^//^ ^Oc/0^^ c$^' , /&-^^ . /2Z

/Q/S-//^ -



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME fil^_ ^WU ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

//^ /H> -^ ^z>' ^/^-r °^

/^^/7 .



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME L(ft^ ^<=»-nv^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 'E2^

DATE

,1\C^ Uf^uC^\ r^<^\/^ Q^-LG^ ^^^

i^U'-s.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@>nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

iJCH^ f-6(^i T/3NAME ^.

SIGNATURE

ADDRESSADDRESS 33 //• 6 //n^'z / ^ • S^ u '^ c U, L L- (- fN/' '3 ^\ -/

DATE /6 ^- / 8'



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

'?>.

NAME '^to S^lAAVJ

ADDRESS t( ?dtUU?r iVl^,
L^/\</c-rM.

.3/^i&DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.aLi)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-ctivision would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

^{O-Anfa- v)u r<(y-^a^NAME

SIGNATURE /~)

^ ^ w- ^^ , ^a(^(/^ ,, ?T; , 0?^)

DATE

(V

o^i /oF/^ol^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <- , ^

'-A-^ 'f-ul^-^C^-

SIGNATURE^

ADDRESS

DATE

'^^(i Wnf ^^'^iT/ L-^^-^^^'f/-/-

^ i^^"\ Zo



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: daMit&©ntgov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^^</<^^

ADDRESS ^^/y'2. /-/^/^f^^-y^

/0/^/^/^
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.fiov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <Y^ I S tv1 ^ ^ bF V1J l ^ A ^ ^ A

SIGNATURE ,f-^^ /JUjC- W ^ILCU/? GC

ADDRESS ^v-1l 2 THE 5S |^A N ^ ^ ^qv23^43 $o

DATE ^ • ^ • I K



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME S^vC< <^o<^^

SIGNATURE ^-^-.

ADDRESS^/^0 (L<>P\C^-NOJ^ 1LN)0^'^^^^ (^'

n/o^7/<8

ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commod'ity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ,' ,'i.-^/? /•_ /-
•" ''- ^-6-6' 6-^^^-^^,-j

SIGNATURE (^.^' ^ ^-^7 ^

ADDRESS t-rlf / o^c. -^ ^ ^^-^^^^^-

DATE /<^ s- ' ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg(a)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

N.ME SC/^ ^/^'^J-

,^ /)^/^,
SIGNATURE ^>Ct
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DATE 2. ^' 5 ' ^ W^T
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTtg@nt^ov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME '^/-6^/€/1 T<^ ./^y^o ^

ADDRESS ^/''So ^S^^cL^ J)'

DATE /<7 /^ /^

t ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg(5)nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ;flu,on Pv.<]^

SIGNATURE "S-W

\ic\ Ll^c^^k J)^ADDRESS

DATE a) / ^ ^ / ^L' ) ^
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTtg^ntgov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

1 offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C^>>r^^<—\ C^<=:_0f-c^c-.,^^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^^^ j JQ^_ e-^p^^r^C-T^^ . ^yr-^O.r^ ^-V

DATE ^ . ^- . ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME f\ ^ ct /^ ( C ^ ^>C.i <L 0 S

/-n
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/' ^-^

ADDRESS ^ /,^ £^p^.^,c.^ Avc-^

DATE fcf / V)/-} <-•/ / ^ ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: ^i:>,!!!;>^').n^Ki/'.' ;;u)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME T^^ ^^^C.^^^

--'ye----SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^f//c)t^^5o ^^^^O^

DATE i3-^-l^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^Av cA/v aJ^ ^<a.^vd(X^A c-o S"

SIGNATURE

^ ^plcv^xot^ D"^^^ ^ V
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DATE i^lo^//^'



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTt^@jitgoy_au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <'iyVt^^vi<5TY^ '^3c>2>^0 <-:::\Y

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

f
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ' ^Y '.7. , " t^

SIGNATURE

'^| '-I [ ') V\~-\.'^)

^
ADDRESS '^.L, ; i i. ^ ' , i.^ \ - • ~~. '<- '.^. -. . ^
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME A;',n-^ , :.,
^'•' / f] '- :- i'SU^HL'-:)

SIGNATURE . /
)

.'^"~ /
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DATE ^. l^ "^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME
f . } ^

{l'CW
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^W\ ^'(.M

SIGNATURE _^"

ADDRESS "^ r-in1^^ CW. fet-Ut.l c^
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DATE -^ L' "



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTtg^@ntgov;3y)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^L//t^( (^(-T^^-.-y

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS <S // m- G^/Z~L)c H G ^ s T'

~^^^^[^ ^ ^r-/
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME %rp2^ CviBSo^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

m A CA^^\ ^ op^'°
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.fiov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 3)/^ 3)M^ M^UW
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ADDRESS ^y B^^^ BO^^^I. ^
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^4-^^ MoS.^,5

SIGNATURE dtLjUj^L——^'

ADDRESS (^ MuSSrf ^-, B^/U€c^

--7| S | IS-
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@)nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB.DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Joa/mcL kWoar^is

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
46 S+ocMar^ -DrLv& , 6ay^^

DATE 5/5//<S



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /flS-S Loffttf

SIGNATURE ,^^ ^ff^f

ifci-//<? c7 ^r^f^ ^^^6'?
ADDRESS f\

DATE ; t/^/?070 I g,



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME I /\NW

SIGNATURE

^Fwmws

/^

ADDRESS ^1 0^^ f^ g^/V/e^

DATE ^O/OS/ /<g



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Uuu£ L^B

SIGNATURE CUl^ WUi I

ADDRESS ^ ^^ ^^
^{V^T P^K, ^r

DATE ^1.05-W



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME |<|KS)^ H-l^lVlS

SIGNATURE

UJ
ADDRESS ^§ Tr^((;^> g^l PHV& I^WVl ^TOWO

DATE I^/I^/Z^I^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROV.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME A . B , W

1/1.1-
SIGNATURE W

ADDRESS

DATE 9- ^-
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

.s^'^ v^^'

SIGNATURE

\^^v^
ADDRESS

31 i ^Jr c^^ sr^-r ^
DATE
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 1-ijAi-Lt^ ^/V9

SIGNATURE ^Uf^-^ '}

ADDRESS 3'5 C\^^>^\ ^

g^/l- V^'

DATE i^Gpr



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Ckc-^ N^.

SIGNATURE C/UcM fV °^^

^

ADDRESS < ~5 F^^l^^ 1^^\ 1/<L -^ / ,

/
DATE !& /5- //8



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ 6 & /^.T ^ t 7-^ .

SIGNATURE /<^/—^ I' ~^^c,

ADDRESS /^ /-?/</^/^^£ ?T ^^^7- ^ ^<

DATE /^ - <r' /<^^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME \<t^-^A <M^J—4_

SIGNATURE F^-^^

ADDRESS ^ M^AL^ (T ^A^T f^^_^

DATE \ 0/5^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ €L^^ "2> (2-^ ^ • ^-^
^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS S3, ^C^y Qff-/S^C,^il^c'^-

DATE OSL/O^'/f €



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

1 note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

/-> \/

^^
I)

^ ^
ADDRESS \C \ |\Lli/,'.

^n>I-;~&1
c^ i^'K.

DATE ifc



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: cias_mg,(®ntgovj^ )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

•^D. _.-. - . <^
NAME ~^ -f<v Cl i"\ D [^-\ C^ l< BL\(^ N

'"'» ,1 '

SIGNATURE ) •Y) L.iJ-X^

ADDRESS ^?(j \?)'\<ShO'? <^T'

\\Joou^&^. U~T

DATE \Q-05-3.0^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_ntg^ntgoy_au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME V^o-^rJC W^N^^YS

SIGNATURE ^/t/^^-^^~^>

ADDRESS ^ ^>i^r\o^ 6'''-

\^ COV. ^^/^. ^ *•

DATE lojo^ IS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (ac^ G^^

SIGNATURE LQ^

ADDRESS ^V^^WA^

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: da_y}tg^.ntg^oy_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVIS10N OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME'j;?--^-^ Kii^L^

SIGNATURE '^^.^// I/ ./•

\/l.'f^
L.r'/

ADDRESS / ,/

BisVw SW-(, .&^VJoo^£A. |\/7'
DATE ;^> .j->-^ - - j ^

^-5 i^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_nt^nt.gpjv^y)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

J'^^^ ^'0^^

''/^Q^^L^f'

NAME

SIGNATURE
^

ADDRESS ^ 'Bl-SW? ^ '^CO-^^-

DATE 13 -05 ^0;?



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das^ntg^ntgoy_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^3M^fc ^LW=J

SIGNATURE"

ADDRESS
^ (L^P ^^1- ^au^-

DATE ]b^)iy



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME .^\(>s<O^E<- <K\M\O>

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS \^ ^vJ>(\K3 ^^ . Wv «i fclU^

DATE \-^\5\V?)



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.fiov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal wuld make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several othfer sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

f\^^ADDRESS %, |^yV/0(^ Lo^
l^^H^li^ 0^1^

DATE

Ql/OSll^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Roy.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME \P<A<V<^<\ ^h
~-^_3

SIGNATURE U^<-^=^>

ADDRESS '~"( ^A^O<\o^(A UT "^ /-^/<AV^ v\^<\

DATE 3L<^ • <S~ • \^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Q^\Y\V\ ^UV^V\<)

SIGNATURE ^
ADDRESS ^ ^'clc^a^S^ ,L^vvvxu^

DATE ^\ | (5- f ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAMEJ^ -Ar^i^'^w^ C^/v^T^^4-

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

<z^ ^u?^^ ^i^hT^^/^oyfo

c\k^'



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME1 ^rr / ^^ /r^ rc.^e-L.u

SISNATU»E, ,^A^.

p^y .^..^. ^r
ADDRESS , ,^ D.fi.-rr^CP r/^-0 ^ . ^^^r^L/^r'UJ7 3 6;> ^ L/^~/z/^ ^ ^ ^ c/<~^ l " • '" • ^o ^

DATE

14-/sffS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^fe//^A/ ^0^//1^

SIGNATURE

<
ADDRESS ^ ^^ ^ ^^y^/ <S^-

A//^/ ///^ /^Y

DATE
/c- ,^07 ,^-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME p^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS _ _ , ,

30. A-V^-^rf, ^ Cacxrr

DATE 0=x^^TT Gs^J^_ ^\(^^TCjJ^

\VO^/SLOVS;



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <\^ }^
^//o

y//f/\^,
SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

i^ s>^1"'^^1 wwc/ ^ ^1(^ ^

6-/'^r//^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801
(E - mail: dasjitg@ntgov^u )
(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DmSION OF LOT 2556,
34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556
East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two single dwelling
residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the

suburb ofFannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's

long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's

inner suburbs. This proposal would make a modest and

sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land

which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is an increasingly
precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in
recent times.

NAME ^ n'-^On® ^ I ^ <RO^J s^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 35 ^^,^9^"-^ N^ °8

DATE ^ ^^ &^f^

0



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

p
I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

0>.
NAME

SIGNATURE ° '

.^ss n (&2^ 0^^^ ^^e

DATE [ c[ (^ ( ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Vayk\ Yc(-payQ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS Fw^roL 6fY6^ /\J

DATE l0j^ l8.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasj]tg^ntgoy_au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^'^—~^0^^

KOo-SIGNATURE Kvv0^'

ADDRESS BSvA^sŝ
 ^ &—t 9-- W<0

DATE S-O-S-'^O1'5 •



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME O^-., o<^A€ ./ <JC^< N <^-c?'>>^c. .

SIGNATURE '<' _. ^ . c;'^ :. c ^- '

ADDRESS \|^ <.V^^ C^^ Coc.oc—N C^ O^C

DATE 0\| r'Y^ •Z0\<o



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME CU^ k.b^l^ul/^ .

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS J ffycA^C/ ^W/ ^i6'^J'

^^Ov^ A/^ O^f 0

^//^5~ /^o/ ^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjitg^n.tgoy_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME^f;._ ^ .^'
^/^^^^%^^£^>

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

^^£- <-^^s>:^"-J7 <^^<2—E>^/^

DATE

^s^g?



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@int.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME CHH^^ l-h^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS /' ^//. r^/H ,ST ^///A/£X
L- ,' • I •

DATE a /a/^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME tWN 'Qe^e^-w
SIGNATURE<Hb£J<-&^:- .

-gee^o c^ ^OA^^-

^\15/©

ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

<5o ^^>o ^^ R. <^r^NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

./ / ^fte/^^ ^' 'urvefz DAS ^i'^OS-/0

n ^ \ ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801
(E - mail: dasjatg@ntgQy,au )
(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,
34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556
East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two single dwelling
residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the
suburb ofFannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's

long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's

inner suburbs. This proposal would make a modest and
sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land

which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is an increasingly

precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in

recent times.

NAME -P\ ^ c^ ^ L ^ G<^L^ft ^! 0 ^

SIGNATURE ^/^^
../

ADDRESS A,G ^c^(\^ ^L^s- ^ (T||LI^^R-^ (VT oSio

DATE g \S | ^o [ ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801
(E - mail: dasjTtg@ntgQ^au )
(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,
34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556
East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two single dwelling
residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the

suburb ofFannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's

long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's

inner suburbs. This proposal would make a modest and

sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It
seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land

which, particularly in this part ofDarwm, is an increasingly

precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in

recent times.

NAME ^(/tA; I L^ \^\

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 32^ O^^'-C. ^->^^ , ^P'd G<>^

DATE 'g/S^'^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

Loa ^p^o

34 c^^LHhj /e^A-b ^^

DATE 'n-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME •(\V\'\\A<?W ^i.vtWrNW

SIGNATURE
r

ADDRESS \o,ObvPLr/ S-I^-^T W\0 6d5^.t

DATE 6 I ^\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ,n

(Ji^L^os C... ^^5

SIGNATURE

i'l^ &-z^^

ADTS .^L^Fif f7-^.i . ^^ c^?3/?2 ^>\^^W'<// ;C^.^. < /^^

DATE

."--^.s" //^-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /_oa(^J Co Cd)

ADDRESS

DATE

<^'l r^A^'o arz. <^0 p.w'Q CL^

-z^/s I \y



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME [\^,,\n ]"flh'^ fcr^y<
SIGNATURE

u

3/S2 ^k^t^/A^^^^^ H70S")
DATE

^/O'^ioU)'^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME K^u^ &^on

SIGNATURE ^J \^^y^

,wi P'"ce. ^ir31nlq
ADDRESS ^ Eo tAja

DATE [Q Is! I



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (2o^\ s^c
SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

/ /Co ^^ /7

7,/f/^

.^c



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

t offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 'A' -'.'••' \ '-'•••••^ ' ••:'.

SIGNATURE Tt

ADDRESS ': :•.••-.:-.;'o.,1^ ,..•.. ••.. -'.'.,"•;". V: V •,:•.-'-

DATE ~- -. • -^'^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^(U^. ^O^QM^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS |^L{ $k^W^(^ I^OC^/^^^^.5 U^WY^

DATE Zl/Sl^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-diviston of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannle Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

v /x , _ ^C

NAME ^^0& (yCX^CXPO^

SIGNATURE \C~~^^C\qQ^^ (^'^^^
cy

ADDRESS 3(2:4 T\^oer- ^) «)o^ara

DATE l<6(£ s-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@int.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

/Wya Pococt

QJU^I^
ADDRESS l^dujnda ^t^l~ TWl AH'o'bia

NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE 2.1. r^ay lot %>



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATUR

'Q^^ ^JiUy^1^

^)

ADDRESS^- ^ ^^i^jt^ A^^i1^ } ^l^ ^30

DATE ^,



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FAN N IE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 6^/6 l^cftW/&

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS /7T /^/^^/•/ ^ ^f^

DATE ^[<^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME . \r /v - \Y . , ,\<

SIGNATURE '

ADDRESS .;

'.\ ';

DATE ; • I

.A/\
v

'./! ^'- "_.;V

\

I ^-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /
^ t^' f- f\.t^ [/Lt.'^i.r <S

SIGNATURE
I/.

,'

ADDRESS

il hjir-l^ />/)Z^ , ^,,,.^ 5

DATE

.y-'/'^

^/['



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increas'mgly precious and limited cornffioidity.

t note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^yn c rce/ycr
y

••9

SIGNATURE (;^

ADDRESS /0 r\ '^\./'n// , ... „ -^
c <i"s r/o/L.

^o/r /^o/^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntgfcpnt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08,8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^e^ (3ceL-\en

SIGNATURE / Y,/ ' y/G^<^
^'7/"/ ~. .,

7 Cl^^ ^^ pai'^ADDRESS

/
' /DATE 5/^/^
7 -7



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /^/Ci ^^^^7/-1 •

SIGNATURE ^^ f/.<^JC.---

^, ^ .•,/^/^^/^^/V ^V" o-^/o
ADDRESS -"7 / ^"^'^ y/^ ; ^ '

DATE -/'"'/ / ^ '



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.
f

NAME <.U3T-^ i ^^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS p^)''&K {^U p^u^bn^ r^

DATE (0|S fZ6)r?

os^(



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntfi@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C\A=?VAOY "DTOQO^S

SIGNATURE,

ADDRESS ^\U,£^ ^VE^

DATE JS/^IS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^>F^n^, S^K^J-

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^] fY^-la CT^

^/(^f

DATE /f. W. v<6



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: ^-.iii^i";rK,^..v,':,h)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

^\
r

ADDRESS
r "~> . ^}

/(-i3wu--r'~^r fA<-McS<5'o^ ^ 1 '"^^

DATE Zo.%s.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME RW/OA^ 5'iGUitO^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS i ^(/sr^.^^f> c\ze<>) DVTZAC»< NT o'B3©

DATE \5lo^l^^8>



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.RQV.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Y^\^ ^,n<:\J

SIGNATURE ^
ADDRESS ^W^^<^^-

', +-Z-/-'(^<^^< ' < C f-^r',^1^ ~r\ ^/w^- -< ^\ ^^-/ ^r

DATE ^o|$//<t



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Gmi^ B^wrdi^

Q^wMs^-w

% (^.^a Cwce^-^ VOy^^ 0?

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE ,2(/rtr/(8



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (VallAOpi ^ay° ^no ^ .

SIGNATURE cY. Z^^jO^'t^OU

„ 3^- -T^^G^ -^ ^W-Q<^

DATE ISS\S\\%



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_ntg^nt.g^y_.^y)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

/ _ . f.)

NAME \// (_ K^ ^(.t'^-^c .C.^^i^<-i^\ .

/•";/, <;1:'::,,.,-.

SIGNATURE ^-— .=—

^. ^ft^'^
/^ c^-^'^-i'3^ at"

ADDRESS

DATE
/ca/ - ^- 9 0 fS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das--iltg.@n.t.gG>v:ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FA.NNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME CH^t-Sr//^^ /lAJMcrOt^

(^4^-'SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

^ / 7 (A^^/^B^ <^^ , ^ y^^s

/^//r -



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME \Ap^s<?\ S^0^\^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 2<o -TU5D C^€S (MftU^\<

DATE 20_S.-,Z^^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME f\U^Y^ S<^ ^ ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

^5 -Toc^ C1^<-0/'^ ^A/xMX

&0 ^6-5/1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg (aint.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increastngty precious and limited cof-nmodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME JJ^'/ Ij^^.-

SIGNATURE ^ 'y/

„•'

ADDRESS / , ^

^ ^,[ C-t. ^,^
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.fiov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

Yl^nc '7^/n^/a^

fc%^

5C)0 Pi o^^^ ^'^

^^p^T)oO A/T 0^51

sn/o^ ^o/e>.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Q^Vlb K\^<,

SIGNATURE ^—>r

ADDRESS ~J •\-\{\fi.fi\^C^ C^T l^OoS>^0\=F€ pP)L.^£^C,TD^ ^.

DATE ^0 /0^|^°^.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

1 believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME "/OM Itee^lro^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

20 ^Ei^\)iA cri-€^
?N\<l\J C^yO

DATE

2D-S-\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME '•A/fcN'O^ Cot^ST(\e>L-£

SIGNATURE 3>S^-^ •

ADDRESS lc<° fce&e ^

V^wo^Ao<^5 *^T 08^3. .

DATE ^5l^'&.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME L^u 6-<^-^4^J

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ /.//^-<^ C--^ il^^^^ .-if^^lu

/<^</.^/DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

c,^-^^ Sityz-L/^p
NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS $-6- h^^^fi <^K(y L.yo/^5

DATE 7j^ - ^S " ^^\S



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME r/n

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

^-'-'

</. <^ 6^
.•^' .. 7/^ ^e^\



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ftSPft ^4<^-r

SIGNATURE (^/^^-7 -r

ADDRESS 33 l/Cft ZX^ 6^,^,^-

DATE ^o^f/y



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part: of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <;^\\ ^ °v ^) << n ^\^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^^^ V.^oly. ^^, ^

DATE /^/e5/z°^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das;ntgj®ntgov,au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ELWA T^^<>

SIGNATURE ^"A^t^^'

ADDRESS K4- V^-|0^ ^T^-'^T U-^A^^IZ, .

DATE j^ OS 1^0 |S



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das;Jlte.S%I!t:iOY-a!-!)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /f^'W /7^ d^€€>L^

SIGNATURE ^I ^J^^^

^// C^^^/^] ^y/C€^- ^C^c.fJ

lcf/^
ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: r^.,i;^,(^n;.,;..-/ ;,.i)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME OokXX\^\ i^W,tH9(L'S

SIGNATURE -""^-

ADDRESS ^-3 9/\LO/^^M "^'^ ^' ^0/0^

DATE 1^ os /.^OlF



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

^NAME li^A^^ /Cr»C^

SIGNATURE
^t^t-y

ADDRESS

°]C ^HW^^ ^ ^C^,VA/$ ^•7
DATE

iST -^. (^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

{\^e^ P^ss^

^
z I Szi ^ 't ^ /1^"'r" ^ ^ < ^ ea n'-/ ^

DATE Z0\^ 1^

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E ~ mail: dai.ntg.@.Ol-IOY:ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME PQ ^ |^ f^ ^ i a^P ^

SIGNATURE /^/ ^^^ / ^<^

ADDRESS Horq Ou<- ^J U i^

DATE o^© ' 5^- I ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^.^ ^^

SIGNATURE ; ^IfyjA^C;/'

f^^MT 0?lo
"i^fT^(^, D/l

ADDRESS S'-S - 5/VL^A

DATE ^j0" 0<^"j



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^OA^ ^A-l (^

ADDRESS 4(^ [^i^^ CE^ U-b^e^

DATE /^/ j- / /(5"



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

\/f^l -^'/5^°S

t/ y^/^
10 ^^\ 6o^p^ -r^[

d cf d f /' ^

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME •<-r1;,L, tli^. ^-'^CC,}.~^u.ke.i^ ^dHcc,-.

SIGNATURE ^%^/€^

ADDRESS y; ^^C/O/^ AC:

^6
DATE \ ^0^-1^.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME '^i,vi(- C '^^^i')

SIGNATURE ^ y / /y, /T^/\/ 6 U/''IJ^^f

ADDRESS^ ^,,^p,,^^ S^^, i^^U^. ..^T ^'1^
L

DATE •lo- of i^(X-'
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME FLOf^P^ ^^TT/'^/9^^/Z/-?/V//

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS Z_Yj ^C /^•//—- ^-0/ - /v?o''/

DATE ^ "2_ / ^-~ / '2.0/ ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

S^(SJA tk-A<^K

^^-
^7cr -H (D D^^' ^ t^L^ Y

Ber^lM^u-/

^fsr/^-ois •



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME :X' 'R.fc. \0 fc \<G' \<V, \ \< •) V\;) \ ^

<

SIGNATURE ,-M^y'i^i^y..^±^}

^y~c^(-
<'^.V-. V..jCS^T\V:.A"-~\ \.3' ""'-'

ADDRESS ^ ^OV^'v-^ -' •

DATE - • '^ VyW ^c..\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjrrt^@j3tfiov:ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME T^g^s a\<<v^\u\^g)^<s

SIGNATURE (Q^
-.^.-^

ADDRESS ^3 t0VV^\^VV, -^ce.

DATE ^t . < o _ \^V\^^s^ ^^\^
/ 3' ^D\^ ,



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjT^@ntgov;au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

t offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 'Ocy^LT^ Y<\ <LCxO^

SIGNATUREV^^C\

ADDRESS ^g O^o. FM^ ^r^S<L<L/v^ Ar\<)l^

DATE US i^>i^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dAS:JltgJ®Ql-I-OY-au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME \0<^\ £>V-6^5,

SIGNATURE ^ . (^\J^^y

ADDRESS .^ ^^0(y0^ ^^^^Oc.d ''^ (JQ^J-QCO^

DATE -^^- \^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the'Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would m^ke a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME --///^ ^f-M^^^Oo^

SIGNATURE ^( • 6/-(

^ -QZ. ^/Z(^^dN/ ^^(^
ADDRESS ^0 g^(^tz(

DATE -^L-I /^l%o\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAMEJW) ^
SIGNATURE

ADDJ ^ W^, renw ^^
DATE

23,^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E ~ mail: das_ntg^ntgoy;8y)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS/JT ^/ O^C.Ml

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME \y ^ ; ^ ^ ^.^;-/-, c^-&>—<.>^^^/ 0)^! P ^ •^-'••r'>>^ "^'

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^3 /^C -/VT//^. ^ B/- ^ '° • •'

DATE ^^ / 0^ / ^-c^s>'



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME d,0 S 7-^^'^-^ /<Lo/^^n

^ ,//^-T
ADDRESS <Z-^3 / ^

CL^ / ^ / ^> / S 'DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

/?^/Wo^

10 "7^.oi G^€^(>, 7/^/

n /^~/'y



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an Increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

CUt'0
NAME

>',

PJ^ ^_SIGNATURE

Q (-^, ^^CL-oL^
/-'

ADDRESS

•t\}o^\^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^C^/^CK (^^

SIGNATURE ^/. //f-/~f°^

ADDRESS p2 S 1-fan^ ^/ A7<p</afc. .

^5/0^/1?DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C^L^^OC- 1^0 ^'^

SIGNATURE

A? o/y
ADDRESS

DATE

n /^(^ /^/^ "^ ^<'/

q^Q^ / or / ^0/8 .



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (j re^Qfi 1^) p ^ / ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS fQ fsj)[ (j1Q^}^(^^i{<^ / J! ^ I

DATE (^ fc i'/f ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME p|^0\ IAJ^W'^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

[J'^..,... (1,^ ^^A-
g.7- \JQ^^ vi}

^blsf^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME POP^ ^3|^

SIGNATURE p
ADDRESS ^ q<00(0(^h--> St ^jf^^A^n

OATE ^4 S~-/ Cg



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^T 0 C^xO, Q^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 15 5^/T- ^-/- n^^i L

DATE ^-y-1-^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME/-^J^;(ZOU

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^5 |^r / ^ n ^^s, j r^ i' i r. ^ -i

DATE 5.4./^/^y. ^( B.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Fo't<MA' 6re^<\QS

SIGNATURE

i^CiCM^C^ ^
\foMvA^

ADDRESS

OO/UMV °^ -
DATE

^h1]!(



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ >L<?.1<- ^<i-»ru-r" '

SIGNATURE-;,::.--<^-< - —

L^lt : :<.. C . .

ADDRESS '- ^-<- (" -

DATE ^. l'.{^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

^>\ac\^ A'lpc?!

SIGNATURE

_^s^_^
ADDRESS

(0 C^a^^-fCf^ C rC.^- f. ^ [ J<nA^\i

DATE

c-^i i^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: aas_]\tg^<]LS°y-al>.)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increaisingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME fylftOPJD ^/i^^f-^^

SIGNATURE /y. /^^^r^^^?

ADDRESS / ^V ^^ CC/U^/ <9^/-^

DATE ^/' ^/ ^'



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C^^V^\C. 1^'

SIGNATURE -7.^1

ADDRESS ^ f:W^JOO\fc ST ^^->L?>-A 0?.(^

DATE 5$/$/^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg (Snt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

Wayne Bodkin

i>

9 Strawbridge Cres

25th May 2018



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 0^<^<"<^ A^toM^ ,^c?^

SIGNATURE

ADDRES

DATE

Lo po(Tl3'o Cre<>c^^- \<^fc-i^<\

'^-Jo,s/^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME VTE'^^7' py-ocrc.^

SIGNATURE ^/^ /fV^^

ADDRESS 2A f/^ck^o^-^ /i'^ A-7A^—--^ ^Ac-^^

^g)^/^^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited comimodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <^4c ^/<^/^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE •z^bh



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^?:T^^ GflC7/4A^OO

\\
SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

^U ^\^i ST ^^ ^^wv<
DATE

^1/0$,^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 1^ U t ^ /-\ <6^ -f^ ^ ^^ ^ , „ „
cmw^poo

/"^

SIGNATURE ^Jte^fi^.^_ _0( —-
-'•

ADDRESS 2.0(i. <
cocriy.juT

muse ^w cef5 c^/\n

DATE

S2-/05/1



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

CL^UD\^ GiHCoLn^bO

^..-te
SIGNATURE

Y
.̂.-.^.-•.-.-r-^A,

ADDRESS

(C^W€M -:.^ <r.\un^r ^p^^ ^^^.o

DATE

1'2- \'\}(\\-\. -~^0 \^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

t believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <£^<<.c(^ t\.lv^C> f^Oc^O

SIGNATURE ^L-^^:
}

ADDRESS ^/IT^T^ cwc^ cm--^ya-<?

DATE rz^M7 (



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

0NAME ^S\^-f< C^.A (yLt A^^C

SIGNATURE

^
ADDRESS

/(^ mAw .w ^'^A^\-

DATE

aa / o.s /ig



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

ah ihcreasingly precious and limited commodtty.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

r^A;> ^ c L^n^5~NAME

J
SIGNATURE ^-J^

ADDRESS ^ ^ I /^ n) ^ A .J C ^ 'C , *? /^M ^/l FV^/

DATE -, . | , - / 7 C-.,) } |S/ ^\ ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^jc^^ mw\/d- /f^^^nc^z
./

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS / , ,111 , i

^ / 6 ^opUpv+ d-^ bc^\\Aw\)

DATE

xi/o^/n5 / I'Z



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAMEsS?A CA^^AW^

SIGNATURE //^

ADDRESS

.2/6 S^cLcUr1- ct^-e bay^ie^u

DATE

9^/0^/1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME B?r\C) 6 A 1C '^^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

-; Z ^A-( ^ I -C ^ R Lv 0 6^jv , ^J

1 ^ I ')"p^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an imcreastngly pfecious and limited commoidity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME j^Anc^ot^er ^A^

SIGNATURE ^U^

^ g^-^W ^^"^ADDRESS

DATE zy^y/g



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

OUS
NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^/l^ ScLio^L ^u / f^CLf

DATE Z 3/5



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (<Aa^\d\^ uJe^v'
,1

SIGNATUf^E-^

ADDRESS i707/2A V\kl/v'f^C^ 'S-V ^ O^r-^^-

DATE ^A/^^<



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@>nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME QGP^^ 1-W4

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ Sf^flt ^(teU 0(U^^ ^ c>%00

DATE ll\^%.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: <ias,jTl:^(®i?tgo\/;au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME AAxWV 8^^-^2-eV

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS §/Z7 %«^AASL <6^/^^t^

DATE ^/^/^0|<&



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^. ^LFO O^G^JAR^O

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

<^.& t^\^ ^ ^-\v^«r fnr^^

DATE

2.^/0 § /^-e.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

f , . ..... .. •,

NAME^j^;/1- al--<^ -'^

9.. \
SIGNATURE O^L-^4-^-^-^'1 ^

n. -—--

ADDRESS / CC/^i ^/'/A^ ^4-S 'f r(i/l--^-; ^

DATE 2(>/^T/l



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (:;^& HGC{<L<^b

aSIGNATURE

a
ADDRESS

DATE

:^^!\^ 5»T S^W^ fl^ic.

,^-6-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: da ?, n Ig (a) nt. gov ,a u )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodit/.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

>vNAME

SIGNATURE ^X^L^^ J.^. ^-/<'.

^ /u^ft^
-fT s!

ADDRESS <^L[

^•^•^'
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg(cunt,gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin,is

an increasingly precious and Itfnited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Y^o M^^,VX

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^C (J{^^<\ {^u'V C^ll-e^ Sc^-

DATE Z^( o 5',20 I ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.RQv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME V-\^£.^A^^fc-/^ ^-s-Grs^^-i ^\o^'

/^/
SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

G ^ 0 {^~7< ^ r^\ v ^^ ^^ \ v<. ^'V ^ ^o \

J^ ^\a



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg^nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVIS10N OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and timlted commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ (?a.^rL^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^^-^~ ///^g O^^^t^t.^^W, /^^ </^/^

DATE ^^ - ^ - ^/^.



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an incfeasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME
<o a (_A ^ .l4^-{np<-^

SIGNATURE

/esw\^^

ADDRESS
U ^fZo^DgS^T ">'r- ^^T^^f '^T o^^o

DATE ^y^/i t



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an incresisingty precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

c
NAME [_^f\^^ ^»fc-^^W^si^ < -~^:^\ Y\-\

SIGNATURE V\ . \ \ \

ADDRESS 3^> ^ ^^n ^^,

-s^^. "\>^^
DATE

5-^ ^\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ ^ ^^^ ^v^.<^
^ , (" A~^C\ " v

SIGNATURE

6/\^ S-^K^-. ^ ,f^^^r 0^°t^
DATE

75 ,6' /z^\<s



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C/^L^N Ct^MTMtXK

SIGNATURE y
ADDRESS 30 p^M^^fc OV^

eRLNi(^L^ ^^^ o?£io
DATE ^\o6\^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (S^CV-cU pt^ck^S

SIGNATURE

1^-i^ '/c(v^c^'C6. ^^. 0-B^o l^^v.c,\V^

DATE JU - S-i^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <<-"5-&oe-0-CL^ (^_A-^€-^s?^J'1n^<s^'^ ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS l^^j \U ^t^OlUtk^^- <sJ- -H-^ Cr^e_^£
;«JS

^ •" 0^2-0 ,
DATE f2-\ \ O'S^'2.01.^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^L \ c-c^ IL^jULL

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ ^:^-(X^.r ^Q. ^(C

- 1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^OCGL^ Ot/ U&OfV

SIGNATURE ^^^^

ADDRESS (L//^0 ^^~^ C^-

DATE oWf;^ / ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_n^@ntgov;3y)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVtSION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME f\r^ N G?o^ . ^A ^^(Z

SIGNATURE

/
ADDRESS ; 7 ^v'^ ^^0.6A-/^1C^

DATE n
^/<)^ 1.^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE
f.^} .-<~~c^

ADDRESS S/2? Plc^-O^i S4r^

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an intreasingly precious sifid limited connmodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME < ,\ „ . / \ .,/ ,. ^
H c^ \ ^ L^_ ^4 \^ ^. ^S

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS \ 2~

^ ^•!'-
^^ ^ -

- J

( ^ L ^ HK^rJ C^T ^ iS^t^ cW

DATE ; I 5'pc^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

,7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~

/.< C^H/^^b)^ ^?— ^'H3^/^ADDRESS /^> L^y^-f/ Crfti^-U ^ ^ -^
^

DATE ^i/?y^ .



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

^

2/2<f /^/ /^ ^,'^^f€ /M

DATE ^lA



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: da s. n tg @ ntgpv .a i j )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DtVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and tlmited commodtty.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME -T^My^y -WYHW.

SIGNATURE ^
'<

qB)^
ADDRESS ^ ~^/CK^W^ ^[/ T'^HHl^ 3A/ UTQQ2.0

^ I ^^] I ^/6DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.jitg(%nt^ov^i_)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C^Oj ^ ^'^[J^^^^^ \

ADDRESS 1^ <"o-^-V^^U^ c5;

DATE ^ /^y^/f /1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das_ntg.@ntgov.ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

,^1^

ADDRESS

mY}^(Ui Coor\ F:^.
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /y-iiciu^l S'r^v/wt-/ -)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
^ o'^ah ^ ^//^ ^ ^-°

DATE ,-.'^).;,s.^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (}^^A f^^UUU^S

SIGNATURE ^c^

ADDRESS / /=^^-r^^- ST. ^tC^TCL/^P c£/o
/

DATE ^23 05 ~ ^^ >S



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

,1 r 0
NAME f^\-UJO '-ftfn^ ~

SIGNATURE

,^

ADDRESS ^/A:- S.L^ ^VW „ J ^'^ &^

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAM E /{ ^ w,^ ^•Z^[00

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS _^ Fern T^- 6^f- ^^^^\^

DATE ^ 5 .



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME F^TI^ i S n^ft^LuLi /^-^

,-7

SIGNATURE---^7 " ^7

ADDRESS / ^-tTyLAJT^^ ST \ A// ^ i+T d' ^^ OS'lQ

DATE ^5- ^-- Zo/^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME lOfl^l^ S^^^/S

SIGNATURE,

^//^/r^
ADDRESS

DATE 5^3 ^ • j §*

,3 ^/ ^y/—^ ^^













Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME^nclr^ ^ossiA^

SIGNATURE-^^^

ADDRESS '5 ^ p f t Z '^ ^' Jr v ^ ^ . ^ ^<^^-( ©~

DATE zohl'r



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^/Q^/a A^c^o^y-J>^0^^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS pQ ^ox ,^99 /^-^ne^/^y-) A/7'O^J/

IS -5 11 8-.DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Toav\ni5 ^\^^S

SIGNATURE ^-i^^\v/o^

ADDRESS gL< Grv. ^-o /n^r4 6:ar<iU ^ l^ Li^ ^ ^

DATE lcf/S//9



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Gr^r^ ,0c')

SIGNATURE Q~~~^

ADDRESS J? ^O^/i^^ CSr^ ,. /\ lo^JC^

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DI VISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an inicreasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

L'^^ Cv~^°fcr

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

y<y ^L C^c-^
DATE

ZO /^5 / zo;3



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR(a)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^COC\'f-/7Gv/7 ^©CA'TO-k,

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
Tl/ TockA. ^ r^rHi/n^fc^

DATE
ZC'/^/tOll?



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ <0^ ^ \ ^0\ ~^^ p Q ( ^0^

SIGNATURE _

ADDRESS 2^ f^V^^ sv ^

DATE ^o/os/^on^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 6?nv^ 'B^o-'e^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^\ V^V]MN05 DdWV ^^P./:W^I^

DATE '(^0/^li^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME N>clA°tMi '"^c-^l'^/'ll^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS \]^ ^\-)i ^[.^ C^^^

-(/\ [/i\ t/^v^

^ ^orln
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: da.sjitg(®ntgo^_ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME t\^C^\-'- ^'-'^ ~ •

SIGNATURE ^V^T'A

\<. i-^/^t^-i r:.\o'^ '^^c^c:'-
ADDRESS t^ \~> C: <•l-^ '^' ' -' '' '

DATE \bl^/2^-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

t believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Danwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME/h^ '^t?b

SIGNATURE %(iH^

ADDRESS ^ \\0^}/} COLfT

Wvuv
DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-divjsion would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an tocreasingly precious and ttmited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

fo^^cu^

ADDRESS ML&V

DATE ^Uo^i^f

y'aA- -w [}}vo^^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

t believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth, tt

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-ctivisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME Utliod/Vso, 3ag'or-; Qr^S

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 3o^~ t-TrCXA3CF'

DATE I c:& I <> P



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

1 (/V^A <-A

ADDRESS ^. V^MJl^/ ^<S- ST AL-A-^^

DATE cl€> I 0 ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^^- C ^-</^.J

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS /^^-,. a^-/, ^^^^ ^ ^ 0^;0

DATE /^ . 0^ ^ •



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.ROv.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (peAcCX-A^ ^0^5 l AS^

SIGNATURE-p^.C^)\Q3

ADDRESS 2/i H'^'^ftJ^<^ ^(^^U^L/Q-

E^/^/^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg(S)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME p^n^l-

SIGNATURE //) . A//^^ ^ ^

l6£>/ JT-^ ^^</"-I O/ L^J-y ' ^ l "'" ~ '/

ADDRESS Zf { ) AY' 0 1^- 1^'

DATE ^/oC/^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

A

NAME -> ^ ^ -/ J-^/ ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

•3, 7^L/7^/< ^/- ..^^^^4

7^-7,' ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 6^\'^ ^off^1-^ '

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ Kyf^-e^ Co-vj-4, ^jeb^Y ^T op 'Z-

DATE / ^/^ I^G \ '? •



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO BOX 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dasjTtg^)nt^ov;ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME 4\^r^e-T-^ *\ (^IC-^-

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^) fer^-FzS-^ '<-£<> ^VV<^-A.-^

DATE \^ . OS • "^0\



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6PO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das;jTtg;@iitgov.ay)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^i/a^/Z^

SIGNATURE //^/^

ADDRESS j(§ On ^k;^ Tc^ Q^^'

DATE ^(Slt^

1^\



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^ ^y/'?,rvn n J C/^ C'^i \n i. ,j

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

•^

.g
t//

0' :^\

:^-7

I <^~> ice,

^7-

DATE ^ . 0 S' ' ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part: of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME AdLjA Kl^jC^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ (^^^ ^^^^ ^^

^) 5/ ^DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Plannmg and Logistics
GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801
(E - mail: dasjTtg@ntgQv,au)
(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DmSION OF LOT 2556,
34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556
East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two single dwelling
residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the
suburb ofFannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's

long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's

inner suburbs. This proposal would make a modest and
sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land

which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is an increasingly

precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in

recent times.

NAME U/^^0/}^- ^G^fP^^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ /\fow£/e&l 5r^7, /^./^ ^r <^/<L

DATE
A-IO->- -fig



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME
^CLue- /<c/^/7

SIGNATURE ^
ADDRESS ^ ^ / msau s'r L^UL^C^I A^— ^^12.

DATE
/y/r/^ -



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /d/m/ Cle^^^L<^

SIGNATURE " / , / i^.£~-

L_....

ADDRESS ^ g^f^ 7(&

DATE /?/ ^ I IS



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME JQO^ W^S

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS^ ^^^, C/^? -./,<,s-<^

DATE /ys~//&-



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME "JO C i P- I ^ L r^fe r~

SIGNATURE /^tnWMf^
/ /

ADDRESS ^) ^o\\ Cre^c^^

DATE/g/^/1'g



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increastngty precious and limited commcidity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME CO CUf 0 ^ll^ \c\ \ Ax/^^ -

ADDRESS ^^- ^)C'J O'.I^W.

u

DATE ^ • c, ^-0\6



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^^C^^^^O T^ ^^ 'U ^^'^^rr

SIGNATURE /< , -^V
LY'

ADDRESS
N /^...... \:' '-^Trow^r Pi M1^j^ ^ '

1.1
DATE 'L / / C ^ / 2 D / -13



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.fiov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots. I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb

of Fannie Bay and is consistent with the Government's long-term view for the area as outlined in the

Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan.

NAME J^> \ 0 ^|^ \ (^ ^IOL/V fs0t-*

ADDRESS ^ \ Q r\-\^ nC^ V (j^^cL^^ ^} <^ VV l^

n/s/iCDATE



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR(a)nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME C Cycles P^C^OS

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS, \^L\ r,'^^\ajr<^ uc . ^<?^-A^r

DATE -20 hl^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME /^//^W^ ^W^CS

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS ^ ^^ ^^e/^ ^fd^

DATE /i ^ ^
3-0 /i^a^ ^L0t^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME [A^{^ 130^ ^S

SIGNATURE ;(<-3p-

ADDRESS l/fTo^ ^e^ M/^x

DATE 10 - 5'- i ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

,\-s

NAME ^\ Pl <^^J^

ADDRESS

DATE

SIGNATURE

;A -S^ ~rl ^ '

^)f 5,^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential tots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME (%o^ G.o<£<2.R^^LC;

SIGNATURE

e^BlO
ADDRESS '^Qy ^0^)p C^-^^ '• Y"

DATE-^0/5/1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.Rov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ( /-/"•^
J 1

^ -( C...^SIGNATURE
^'\'

ADDRESS ; / ,' /\ - ..
'-"<^ "i\", {(•-

' ^ ^ { i./-
[.

DATE / ( // / / \ /• )
/ N /
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Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs,

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^'{(rt^

SIGNATURE L'
<-" ft?

/
ADDRESS ^ ^U\C'C^\ ^C^L

DATE \<\}s^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail: i^v, i!i!,i;",!:,.;i" ;.,;.)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an Increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times,

^ (<Cou) S o', ^ (^ ^o --{NAME r\ V? VU> ' °*' ^ C( < 0 ^{ Lo ^

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

DATE

i'5 ^ad- >~i^f cr<>

^.-5-^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntR@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ^{e^ e C^ a' K/ ^ ° L''!s

.<.»

..-' ./(
SIGNATURE ^ ^\ <^.

ADDRESS fa -I -i e. '^j -y^ S^^ '>c-/ ^-c'- '< ^ ^ !^ '• 0 ^ / D

DATE .Z^.O) ^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: dai.jTtg.fiOntgov.at!)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME <0 STX-s f^l b( n ^

SIGNATURE"""^

ADDRESS ^ \}^sM^^ S7;6^^0-z^^

DATE
SL€>/ 5 /2,o (^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utitisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME ft ////7/U^K 10 ^ ^^^'^5 .

SIGNATURE ft , ^ P fifi^

ADDRESS /J' ,U06^^ <T^-f, ^.^^4^4

,/">/.-. ^- /, ^DATE ./f/or/'y



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E - mail: das.ntg@nt.gov.au )

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-division of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Governments long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

:^i Sft^rr^ tMr\A
NAME Z—^-'

SIGNATURE 7^i7c>'1A^^

AODPESS A -V^^ ^ ,^^^^

DATE 5-\.0^ 1^



Manager, Urban Planning

Development Assessment Services

Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

GPO Box 1680

DARWIN NT 0801

(E-mail:;.:,!; ,!;;^''.i:,^o>.;,,.)

(Fax: 08.8999 6055)

SUPPORT FOR SUB-DIVISION OF LOT 2556,

34 East Point Road, FANNIE BAY

I offer my support for the proposed sub-ctivision of Lot 2556 East Point Road, Fannie Bay to two

single dwelling residential lots.

I believe the proposed sub-division would be beneficial to the suburb of Fannie Bay and is consistent

with the Government's long-term view to increase the population density of Darwin's inner suburbs.

This proposal would make a modest and sensitive contribution to such future population growth. It

seeks to ensure better, more efficient, utilisation of land which, particularly in this part of Darwin, is

an increasingly precious and limited commodity.

I note that several other sub-divisions have been approved in recent times.

NAME AA'/<0/OS /^OL.'/COS

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS 6^ J^)^[c(a^c^ Tc.e L^o'^S
^J

DATE 1<>/5/1 ^



 

 
 

 

25 May 2018 Reference: PA2017/0104 BS:hd 

 

Dear Ms Parkes 

Parcel Description: Lot 2556 - Town of Darwin 
   34 East Point Road, Fannie Bay 
 
Proposed Development: A 2 lot subdivision to less than 760m2 (579m2 

and 579 m2) 
  
Thank you for the exceptional development permit application referred to this 
office 26 April 2018, concerning the above. This letter may be placed before City 
of Darwin’s, Ordinary Council Meeting. Should this letter be varied or not endorsed 
by Council, you will be advised accordingly. 
 
The following issues are raised for consideration by the Authority: 
 

i). City of Darwin strongly objects to the granting of an exceptional 
development permit for the following reasons: 

 
The site is within Zone SD (Single Dwelling Residential), of the Northern 
Territory Planning Scheme (NTPS). Pursuant to subclause (3) of Clause 
11.1.1 (Minimum Lot Sizes and Requirements) of the NTPS, the Consent 
Authority cannot consent to a subdivision in Zone SD that reduces a lot size 
by an area greater than 5% of the 800m2 minimum; therefore an 
exceptional development permit is required. Notwithstanding the applicant 
is pursuing an exceptional development permit; the proposal is seeking a 
significant variation of 27.6% for each proposed lot and should therefore be 
thoroughly considered against the criteria listed in Section 42 of the 
Planning Act. 
 

Ms Dawn Parkes 
Manager Urban Planning  
Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics 
GPO Box 1680 
DARWIN  NT  0801 
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The Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan, released by the Northern Territory 
Planning Commission in 2016, provides the framework to guide progressive 
growth and identifies land that is suitable for more intense development 
within the inner suburbs of Darwin. In this regard, the area plan identifies 
necessary upgrades to infrastructure and services to support the identified 
increases in density.  The area plan also provides the community with a 
level of expected intensification. 
 
The subject site is identified as “Suburban Residential” in the area plan, with 
development to be in accordance with the provisions of Zone SD (Single 
Dwelling). Development along East Point Road is characterised by relatively 
large lots, many of which contain mature vegetation and elevated dwellings 
with generous front setbacks and approval of this application is expected to 
be inconsistent with the existing residential character of the area. 
 
The subject site has not been identified as a potential area for change in the 
area plan and as such, the subject site should comply with the provisions of 
Zone SD requirements detailed in the NTPS. 
 
City of Darwin appreciates the intent to densify areas of the Darwin 
municipality. However, subdivision applications should comply with both the 
NTPS and relevant area plan to prevent a precedent of subdivisions such 
as the proposed, across the Darwin municipality without sufficient strategic 
thought towards the cumulative need to upgrade infrastructure and services 
required to service them. 

 
If the Minister considers this application appropriate, then City of Darwin 
requests that the Darwin Inner Suburbs Area Plan be updated, to include 
the subject site as appropriate for densification. This will ensure that all the 
area plans remain a framework providing the community, development 
industry, and decision makers the confidence about future land use in their 
respective areas.  
 
In relation to the physical subdivision, Clause 11.2.3 of the NTPS ensures 
“that residential subdivisions contain lots of a size, configuration and 
orientation suitable for residential purposes.” Clause 11.2.4 of the NTPS 
further supports the sentiment of Clause 11.2.3 by requiring that; “an 
application to subdivide land to provide lots subject to this clause must 
include plans and diagrams to demonstrate that proposed lots, building 
envelopes, private open space, vehicle access, on-site parking and 
habitable rooms facing the street will be provided to meet performance 
criteria and respond to parking and infrastructure in the adjacent public 
road.”  

  

2 
 



3 
 

The applicant hasn’t identified, at a minimum:  
 

• building envelopes in accordance with the table to Clause 11.2.3,  
• demonstrated climate responsive design,  
• the ability to comply with minimum private open space and 

landscaping requirements, and 
• vehicle access, on-site car parking and habitable rooms facing the 

street.  
 

If you require any further discussion in relation to this application, please feel free 
to contact me on 8930 0528. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
CINDY ROBSON 
MANAGER CITY PLANNING 
 

3 
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Container No:  LD200/2556 

 

Amit Magotra 

Development Assessment Services 

GPO Box 1680 

Darwin NT 0801 

 

Dear Amit, 

 

RE: PA2017/0104 - Lot 2556 Town of Darwin - 34 East Point Road Fannie Bay - Two lot subdivision to 

less than 760m² 

 

In response to your letter of the above proposal for development application purpose, Power and 

Water Corporation Water Services advises the following with reference to water and sewer enquiries: 

 

1. The local water and sewer infrastructure has capacity to support the current application, 

however, Water Services are concerned that development approval would set an ad-hoc 

precedent for SD (single dwelling) zoned lots in the surrounding and Greater Darwin Area. Power 

and Water have previously provided comments on PA2016/0290 for a planning scheme 

amendment for dual occupancy in SD, which also applies to the current exceptional 

development application. Please refer to the mentioned comments for the relevant 

requirements and concerns. 

 

2. Only a single water and sewer service is permitted for each proposed individual lot. All new 

services are constructed by the developer, at no cost to Power and Water. 

 

3. The existing sewerage easement within Lot 2556 is still required. Structures must not be located 

on or over a water supply or sewerage easement, or where no easement exists such as within a 

road reserve without obtaining the prior written approval of Power and Water.  

 

Power and Water advises that the Water and Sewer Services Development Section 

(waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au) and Power Network Engineering Section 

(powerdevelopment@powerwater.com.au) must be contacted via email a minimum of 1 month prior 

to construction works commencing. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the undersigned on 898 57109, or email 

waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au 

Yours sincerely, 

QI TIAN 

Services Development     21/05/2018 

mailto:waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au
mailto:powerdevelopment@powerwater.com.au
mailto:waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au
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file:///C|/...EVELOPMENT%20PERMIT%20LOT%202556%20(34)%20EAST%20POINT%20ROAD%20TOWN%20OF%20DARWIN.txt[30/04/2018 1:51:43 PM]

From:   Kate Quinn
Sent:   Monday, 30 April 2018 10:34 AM
To:     Luciana Carnesi
Subject:        TRM: RE: NEW APPLICATION SUBMITTED-PA2017/0104: PROPOSED 
EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT LOT 2556 (34) EAST POINT ROAD, 
TOWN OF DARWIN
Attachments:    PA2017_0104 - DENR2018_0227 - 30.04.2018.pdf

DENR has no concerns.

Regards,
Kate

Kate Quinn | Land Development Coordinator  
Land Development Coordination, Rangelands Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

Level 3, Goyder Building, 25 Chung Wah Terrace, Palmerston
PO Box 496, Palmerston, NT 0831
E: kate.quinn@nt.gov.au
P:  8999 4446 |  F:  8999 4723
W: https://denr.nt.gov.au/

Our Vision: Creating a public sector that provides the highest quality service to Territorians
Our Values: Commitment to Service  |  Ethical 
Practice  |  Respect  |  Accountability  |  Impartiality  |  Diversity

Use or transmittal of the information in this email other than for authorised NT Government business purposes may 
constitute misconduct 
under the NT Public Sector Code of Conduct and could potentially be an offence under the NT Criminal Code.  
The information contained in this message and any attachments may be confidential information and may be subject to 
legal privilege, public 
interest or legal profession privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this 
message or any attachments 
is unauthorised. If you have received this document in error, please advise the sender. No representation or warranty is 
given that attached 
files are free from viruses or other defects. The recipient assumes all responsibility for any loss or damage resulting 
directly or indirectly from 
the use of any attached files.

From: Luciana Carnesi  
Sent: Thursday, 26 April 2018 1:12 PM 
To: RmuBenHammond PWC <RmuBenHammond.PWC@powerwater.com.au>; RmuBenHammond PWC 
<RmuBenHammond.PWC@powerwater.com.au>; Planning Coordinator 
<Planning.Coordinator@nt.gov.au>; City of Darwin <darwin@darwin.nt.gov.au>; 
tony.shanks@team.telstra.com; jodielunn@nbnco.com.au; DevelopmentAssessment DENR 
<DevelopmentAssessment.DENR@nt.gov.au> 
Cc: Amit Magotra <Amit.Magotra@nt.gov.au>; Dawn Parkes <Dawn.Parkes@nt.gov.au> 
Subject: NEW APPLICATION SUBMITTED-PA2017/0104: PROPOSED EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT LOT 2556 (34) EAST POINT ROAD, TOWN OF DARWIN
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file:///C|/...EVELOPMENT%20PERMIT%20LOT%202556%20(34)%20EAST%20POINT%20ROAD%20TOWN%20OF%20DARWIN.txt[30/04/2018 1:51:43 PM]

Good afternoon, 

Please find attached notification / invitation to comment on an application for an Exceptional Development Permit 
in relation to the abovementioned site.
Please forward any submission relating to the proposal to das.NTG@nt.gov.au no later than 25 May 2018.

Regards 
Luciana Carnesi
Administration Officer (Darwin) – Development Assessment Services
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
Northern Territory Government

First Floor, Energy House, 18/20 Cavenagh Street, Darwin
GPO Box 1680, Darwin, NT 0801

p   ...  08 8999 6041
f    ...  08 8980 0707
e   ...  luciana.carnesi@nt.gov.au
w   ...  www.nt.gov.au



 

 

 
 
Dear Applicant, 
 
 
In order to create a second address for telecommunications services for the additional lot please register this as 
a new development with nbn via http://www.nbnco.com.au/develop-or-plan-with-the-nbn/new-
developments/applications.html  

 
 
nbn require all developments to be registered at least 3 months before civil works commence. 
 
 
Please ensure the party building on this lot is referred to the nbn cabling guides found at 
https://www.nbnco.com.au/content/dam/nbnco2/documents/builders-cabler-key-information.pdf  
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Jodie Lunn 
Account Manager SA/NT 
 

http://www.nbnco.com.au/develop-or-plan-with-the-nbn/new-developments/applications.html
http://www.nbnco.com.au/develop-or-plan-with-the-nbn/new-developments/applications.html
https://www.nbnco.com.au/content/dam/nbnco2/documents/builders-cabler-key-information.pdf
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DEPARTMENT OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND LOGISTICS 

 

 

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT  

 

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AGAINST RELEVANT 
PROVISIONS OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY PLANNING SCHEME 
 

File No. : PA2017/0104 
Lot Number : Lot 2556 (34) East Point Road 
Town/Hundred : Town of Darwin 
Zone : SD (Single Dwelling Residential)  
Site Area : 1150m2  
Proposal : Two lot subdivision to less than 760m² (579m² & 579m²) 

 

The land is located within Zone SD (Single Dwelling Residential) of the Northern Territory Planning 
Scheme.  

The proposal is subject to consideration of the following clauses: 

 Clause 2.6 : Subdivision of Land 
 Clause 5.1 : Zone SD (Single Dwelling Residential) 
 Clause 6.5.4 : Vehicle access and on-site parking for Single Dwellings on Lots 

less than 600m2 but not less than 300m2 
 Clause 11.1.1 : Minimum Lot Sizes and Requirements 
 Clause 11.2.1 : Site Characteristics in Residential Subdivision 
 Clause 11.2.2 : Infrastructure and Community Facilities in Residential Subdivision 
 Clause 11.2.3 : Infrastructure and Community Facilities in Residential Subdivisions 
 Clause 11.2.4 : Lots less than 600m2 for Single Dwelling 

 
 
This is a technical assessment of the proposal against the requirements of the Northern Territory 
Planning Scheme and is no indication of whether or not approval will be given by the Consent 
Authority.  
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Clause 2.6 (Subdivision of Land) 

Land may be subdivided or consolidated only with consent and subject to the relevant provisions of 
Part 5 of this Planning Scheme. 

 

The proposal is for subdivision to create 2 lots. An assessment against the zone and the relevant 
Part 5 requirements is provided below. 

 

NOTED 
 

Clause 5.1 (Single Dwelling Residential) 

The primary purpose of Zone SD is to provide for low density urban residential development.  

The scale, character and architectural style of infill development should be compatible with the 
streetscape and surrounding development.  

Non-residential uses or development should be limited to those which predominantly service the 
local neighbourhood and do not have any detrimental effect on residential amenity. 

The subdivision provides for 2 lots, which will allow for the construction of a single dwelling. Further 
regard is given to the subdivision design and street infrastructure as below.  

 
CAN COMPLY 

Clause 6.5.4 (Vehicle access and on-site parking for Single Dwellings on Lots less than 600m2 
but not less than 300m2) 

1. The purpose of this clause is to ensure that vehicle access driveways and on-site parking spaces 
for single dwellings on lots less than 600m² and not less than 300m² do not unduly reduce the 
amenity of a public road or the availability of kerbside vehicle parking in the public road.  

2. The on-site parking and its vehicle access from the public road shall be located to ensure that 
the lot’s street frontage has a minimum continuous length of 6.5 metres without on-site parking 
or vehicle access within that length. 

3. Vehicular access shall be via a single driveway, no wider than 3.5 metres, where required by the 
table to this clause. 

 

Application states that access to Lot B will be provided via existing kerb crossover at the front 
of the proposed lot. An assessment of the plan (refer figure 1) indicates that vehicle accesses 
to the new lot (Lot B) can be provided via single driveway. Further, a minimum of 6.5m can be 
achieved on the road for any onsite car parking and driveway requirements. As Lot A is 
developed with two crossover, comments are sought from the council.  

In addition, a condition can be included on the subdivision permit to ensure that compliance of 
this clause is achieved. 

CAN COMPLY 

Clause 11.1.1 (Minimum Lot Sizes and Requirements) 

The purpose of this clause is to ensure that unzoned land and lots in Zones SD, MD, MR, HR, RR, 
RL, R, LI, GI, DV, FD, RD, H, WM and T will be of a size capable of accommodating potential 
future uses. 

Land to which this clause applies should be subdivided in accordance with the minimum lot sizes 
and requirements specified in the table to this clause. The minimum lot size in Zone SD is 800m². 
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The subdivision provides for 2 x lots of 579m².  

As per Clause 11.1.1 (3) of the NT Planning Scheme, the consent authority must not consent to a 
subdivision in Zone SD that reduces a lot size by an area greater that 5% of 800m2 (760m2). 

DOES NOT COMPLY – EDP SOUGHT 

Clause 11.2.1 (Site Characteristics in Residential Subdivision) 

The purpose of this clause is to ensure residential subdivisions respond to the physical 
characteristics of the land. 

Residential subdivision design should: 

(a) avoid the development of land of excessive slope, unstable or otherwise unsuitable soils (e.g. 
seasonally waterlogged) and natural drainage lines; 

(b) ensure, by site selection or site grading, that areas intended for lots less than 600m² do not slope 
in excess of 2%, such that the need for on-site stormwater structures, retaining walls and the like 
is minimised; 

(c) retain and protect significant natural and cultural features; 
(d) avoid development of land affected by a 1% AEP flood or storm surge event; and; 
(e) retain and protect natural drainage lines and any distinctive landform features or stands of natural 

vegetation and incorporate them into public open space.  

 

In relation to sub-clause 2(a) and 2(b), the subject sites have minimal slope and no unstable or 
otherwise unsuitable soils have been identified as part of this assessment. In relation to sub-clause 
(c), there are no known significant natural or cultural features within the subject site. In relation to 
sub-clause 2(d) and (e), the land is not affected by either Primary or Secondary storm surge areas 
and is therefore not affected by a 1% AEP flood and stormwater management will remain unaffected.  

 

COMPLIES 
 

Clause 11.2.2 (Infrastructure and Community Facilities in Residential Subdivision) 
 

The purpose of this clause is to ensure that residential subdivisions are integrated with 
infrastructure, community services and facilities. 

a) provide a high level of internal accessibility and external connections for pedestrian, cycle 
and vehicle movements; 

b) provide links to schools, commercial facilities and public transport services; 
c) provide traffic management to restrain vehicle speed, deter through traffic and create safe 

conditions for all road users; 
d) incorporate street networks capable of accommodating safe and convenient bus routes with 

stops within a 400m radius of a majority of dwellings; 
e) No new roads or pedestrian connections are proposed or required. Future lots will have 

access to schools, commercial facilities and public transport services in the broader locality. 
f) Comments have been sought from service authorities in relation to reticulated 

infrastructure.  

g) provide for connection to reticulated services; 
i. provide a minimum of 10% of the subdivision area as public open space which: 
ii. ensures the majority of dwellings are within 400m walking distance of a neighbourhood 

park; 
iii. incorporates recreational open space in larger units available for active leisure pursuits; 
iv. is unencumbered by drains and has sufficient flat area for informal recreation; and 
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v. is designed to provide a safe environment for users by allowing clear views of the open 
space from surrounding dwellings or passing vehicles. 

 
Comments have been sought from service authorities in relation to reticulated infrastructure. The 
proposal comprises the subdivision of a single lot within an established suburb, with no roads or 
public open space proposed nor considered required. Public open space is provided in the broader 
area.  

CAN COMPLY  

Clause 11.2.3 (Lot Sizes and Configuration in Residential Scheme) 
 
The purpose of this clause is to ensure residential subdivisions contain lots of a size, configuration 
and orientation suitable for residential purposes. 

Residential subdivision design should provide that: 

a) lots have a sufficient area and appropriate dimensions to provide for the proposed density of 
developments including dwellings, vehicle access, parking and ancillary buildings; 

b) lots conform with the building envelope requirements in the table to this clause; 
 
Table to Clause 11.2.3 requires the following minimum building envelope requirements: 

• 450m² to less than 600m2: 8m x 15m (exclusive of any boundary setbacks or service authority 
easements). 

The configuration of lots is as below:  

Lot no. Front Side-1 Side-2 Rear 
Lot - A 14.63m 38.62m 39.62m 14.63
Lot - B 14.63m 38.62m 39.62m 14.63

Note: Lot A is currently developed with a dwelling. 
 
The lots are expected to meet the compliance of this clause.  
 

c) there are no battleaxe lots; 
d) lots are orientated to allow dwellings to take advantage of environmental conditions such as 

prevailing breezes and sunlight; 
e) lots are connected to reticulated services; 
f) potential land use conflicts are minimised by taking account of the visual and acoustic privacy 

of residents; and 
g) where there are lots for medium and higher density development, those lots are: 

I. distributed in small groups serviced by public transport; 
II. in close proximity to public open space and with adequate access to community facilities 

and services; and 
III. not located in a cul-de-sac. 

 
No battle-axe lots are proposed. The subdivision will allow for the development of the land in 
accordance with the zone and no potential land use conflicts are anticipated. 

COMPLIES 
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Clause 11.2.4 (Lots Less Than 600m2 for Single Dwellings) 
 

1. The purpose of this clause is to provide for the subdivision of land to accommodate single 
dwellings on lots of less than 600m² in a manner that has regard for vehicle access, on-site 
parking and street infrastructure. 

2. An application to subdivide land to provide lots subject to this clause must include plans and 
diagrams to demonstrate that proposed lots, building envelopes, private open space, vehicle 
access, on-site parking and habitable rooms facing the street will be provided to meet 
performance criteria and respond to parking and infrastructure in the adjacent public road. 

3. Lots subject to this clause shall not have a boundary to any public road less than specified 
in the table to this clause. 

4. The consent authority must not consent to a subdivision that is not in accordance with 
subclause 3. 

Table to Clause 11.2.4 requires minimum boundary length 13m to any public road for lots 450m2 to 
less than 600m2.  

Lots are rectangular in shape and have proposed frontages of 14.63m respectively. - COMPLIES 

Figure-1 below includes the proposed boundaries and the minimum front, side and rear setback 
requirements of the Planning Scheme applicable to single dwellings in Zone SD (shown in red).  
 

 
Figure 1: Building envelope for Lot A & B 

 
While Lot A is currently developed with a dwelling, Lot B is expected to achieve compliance with this 
clause.  
 
COMPLIES 
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